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Editor’s Note 
 

by Tom Vander Neut 
 

 
elcome to the first issue of Future Orbits. A lot of hard work and many long days 
went into putting this issue together. In this first editorial, I wanted to share with 
you why this magazine came to be called �Future Orbits� and, perhaps, a theory 

or two about science fiction. There will be time for that in upcoming issues. 
     In the wake of the horrific tragedy that struck us here, in the United States� own yard, on Sept. 
11, talking up science fiction doesn�t feel like the right thing to do, even in the premiere issue of 
a science fiction magazine. Indeed, the thought of delaying the launch of this magazine did cross 
my mind�how can a new fiction magazine be born at a time when our country�s leaders are 
talking war and when so many people are suffering?�but that didn�t seem like the right thing to 
do either. That would be the equivalent of running for cover, and running for cover sometimes is 
the equivalent of running away from one�s life. We need to live our lives. I believe this is the 
best way to honor the lives lost on Sept. 11 and to send the message that nothing can be gained 
through acts of terror. 
     To the families and friends of the victims of the Sept. 11 attacks, I extend my deepest sympa-
thies. And I wish a rapid recovery to those who were injured. 
     Now, I offer you now the premiere issue of Future Orbits. I hope you enjoy it. �FO 
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Commentary 
 

Beyond 2001: 
The Future of Space 

Exploration 
 

by Geoffrey A. Landis 
 
 
 
 

Geoffrey A. Landis reminds us that some of the 
greatest mysteries of the universe reside in our 
own solar system—and he shares his vision for 
how to solve a number of them. 

 
 
 
 

 
e�re going to the stars. 
This is something I�ve always believed (too much exposure to science fiction at a 
young age) and I guess I still do. 

     Science fiction leads us to believe that we will do it in one giant breakthrough. Some lone 
inventor in a basement laboratory, an eccentric Archimedes�probably they call him a crack-
pot�will come up with a theory, test it, and build a faster-than-light space drive in an afternoon. 
     Unfortunately, in the years since I left college, I�ve lost my belief in the eccentric inventor in 
a basement laboratory, and I�ve learned that if we�re going to go to the stars, we will have to go 
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[Venus Airplane (Artist�s conception by Les 
Bossinas, courtesy NASA Glenn Research Center.)] 

[Mars Hopper (Artist�s conception by Terrance K. 
Condrich, courtesy NASA Glenn Research Center.)] 

the slow way: one step at a time. I get exasperated sometimes at just how slow the steps can be. 
And yet, each step further out into the solar system is interesting.  
     And, without a doubt, there are fascinating things on the horizon. The Cassini probe is now on 
its way to Saturn, carrying the Huygens probe. Does Titan really have oceans of liquid ethane, 
continents of polyethylene? The Messenger mission to Mercury�does Mercury, the planet 
closest to the sun, indeed have ice caps at the poles, as the radar images suggest? A main-belt 
asteroid orbiter, to take a look at Vesta and 
Ceres: these are asteroids bigger than some 
moons. How are they different from the planets? 
And how are they the same?  What can they tell 
us about the origin of the solar system? 
     We need to keep on pressing the boundaries. 
Some of the projects I�ve been proposing 
include a rocket-powered Mars hopper. This 
would be a little vehicle that lands on Mars, and 
then compresses the Martian atmosphere to 
convert into rocket fuel to fly again. The hopper 
could fly over rough terrain, hopping easily over 
chasms and boulders, and take aerial photographs as it goes. (As a long-time member of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Rocket Society, I like to think of it as the first model 
rocket on another planet!) 
     Another project to push our boundaries will be a Venus airplane. The planet Venus is deadly 
hot and hostile at the surface, but at the cloud-top level, it is a fine place to fly. A solar powered 
airplane for Venus would be easy to build�lots 
of solar power�and could tell us a lot about the 
greenhouse effect (Venus is the greenhouse planet 
ne plus ultra!) and about planetary climates. It�s a 
lot harder to fly on Mars�the atmosphere is ten 
thousand times thinner than Venus�s, and a 
hundred times thinner than Earth�s�but flight on 
Mars might be the next step. Model airplanes on 
Venus and Mars! From there we can go on to an 
airplane for Saturn�s moon Titan. With a low 
gravity and a thick nitrogen atmosphere, it�s the 
easiest place in the solar system to fly�and one of the more interesting. 
     Of course, we can�t ignore Jupiter, and right now the most fascinating places around Jupiter 
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are the Gallilean moons. Or, I should modify this to say, the fascinating places are what�s under 
the surface of the Gallilean moons, because the indications are that Ganymede, Callisto, and 
Europa all may have secret oceans hidden under kilometers of ice. A radar mission to probe 
below the ice and learn more about the possible oceans�a single moon-spanning ocean? Many 
small, disconnected pools?�will be good for a start, but from there we will want to send subma-
rines, miniature mechanical dolphins to swim the hidden seas and find out if these oceans, like 
ours, are home to life. 
     After Jupiter, there are a thousand places to go. Perhaps some of the most  interesting are the 
small bodies of the Kuiper belt and the Oort cloud, which seem to be rich in organic materials. 
Did life on Earth really originate in cold, dark ices far from the sun? 
     There�s a lot to do in the solar system. We need to take risks, and to dare to fail. Every failure 
is a stupid failure in hindsight, because whenever you try anything new, there is always some-
body who said �it won�t work.� But without risks, we will never advance. 
     For now, the solar system (except for the Earth, of course) is the realm of robots. Some day, 
though, we will follow ourselves. 
     For now, we need to work on getting us there, one step at a time. �FO 
 

The above commentary previously appeared under the title “Beyond 2001: The Future of Space 
Travel” on the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Alumni Association’s website in the June 
2001 edition of What Matters. What Matters (http://alumweb.mit.edu/whatmatters) features a 
guest opinion column written by a different alumnus or alumna each month. 
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Blues for 
Amy 

 
 
 
 
 

Sometimes, the worst punishment is the knowl-
edge of having wronged another. And, as K.D. 
Wentworth details for us in this wrenching tale, 
learning to handle such a punishment can be an 
awesome task. 

 
 
 
 

 
 knew what the damn thing wanted the minute it thrust its snout into the smoke-laden air of 
the One-Eyed Lady. So did everyone else in the joint. A thread of amusement trickled 
through the tables and peeling, vinyl bar stools. The click of pool balls died along with the 

conversation as the shaemsa stood in the florescent blue-tinged dimness, long nose twitching at 
the mingled reek of rum and gin, sorrow and loss. Its hairless dun skin shone with an oily gleam, 
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backlit by the dying outside light of a December day, and a telltale tattered black instrument case 
was tucked beneath its arm. 
     I rubbed my chin, feeling the rasp of beard I�d neglected to shave. Funny, when we�d specu-
lated about alien invasion in the past, the concept had always been filled with great good, or even 
greater evil. No one had ever predicted that, when they finally did come, they would merely be a 
nuisance, like flies buzzing a plate at a picnic, or ants that keep after the cookie jar, no matter 
how many you squash. But that�s all shaemsa had proved to be, galactic pests who wanted to 
harvest the dregs of the human spirit, our capacity to feel pain, in order to play the goddamned 
all-too-human blues. 
     The door swung closed behind it with a thud and conversation resumed its ragged murmur 
with a distracted undertone. I hunched over my Bourbon-and-Seven, rotated the cool, moisture-
beaded glass between my palms. If I didn�t look, didn�t even think about it, the beast would go 
after some other poor sod who wouldn�t even know what was happening. It wasn�t as if there 
wasn�t plenty of misery to go around. The One-Eyed Lady is a magnet for guys who have lost 
their jobs for the tenth time in two years, fathers who deny paternity of their kids, women who 
hate their man with good cause, abused spouses who hate themselves, and abusive parents who 
hate each other and everyone else. And most of them would be glad to spill it for nothing. 
     Myself, I couldn�t bear that kind of nosing around. If it came sniffing after me, I might snap 
and find myself standing over a dumpy three-foot body in the center of the room, wrapping a 
clarinet or a horn around its scrawny neck. 
     �Can I buying you a drink?� a voice rasped in my ear. 
     Skip, the bartender, glanced at me, then focused abruptly on an invisible spill at the far end of 
the bar. His shaved head reflected the mellow overhead light. I shuddered and turned away from 
the beast. �Get away from me!� 
     Slick skin slid over the bar stool on my left. �Being a free country, is it not?� 
     �Yeah.� I downed the rest of my drink in a convulsive gulp, threw a few bills onto the bar. 
Warmth raced down my gullet and pooled in my belly, lessening the ice that lodged there 
permanently. �So feel perfectly free to stay.� I heaved onto my feet and wove toward the door, 
cursing. Three drinks ago, I could have made it in a reasonably straight line. Chairs scraped back 
to let me pass. My palms sweated and I felt a sick knot in my stomach, but I persisted until I 
made it through the door. I might have lost almost everything else, but my guilt was still my 
own, by God, and no goddamned alien bastard was going to sniff it up just to play the blues. 
     Outside, the sky was a riot of rose and orange in the west, while the east had faded to dull 
lead. I leaned my head back and gulped in salt-scented air. The sea was only two streets away. 
My head was fuzzy with cheap bourbon and I tasted it on the back of my throat. My hands shook 
and I knew I would have to find another bar soon. The shriek of locking wheels and the sicken-
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ing crash of metal on rock were still too close to the surface. I would not sleep unless I put more 
mental distance between me and that terrible day; four generations of one family had ridden in 
the van, six born and the last only a few days from coming into this world, all but one dead now, 
smashed to blood and bony splinters by a single second�s carelessness when, rosy with a couple 
of pre-noon Scotch doubles, I let my car drift across the rainy highway�s center line and ran them 
off the road. 
     I�ll never stop seeing their faces, the affectionate smiles and laughter altering to terror, but not 
fully, because there was no time, just the beginnings of realization as the driver slewed the 
wheel. They slid, flipped over, and tumbled down the rocky ravine beside the road. I managed to 
stop a few hundred feet down, backed up, tottered to the edge. The crumpled wreck below rested 
on its side. I saw a bloodied face peer up through the windshield, heard a thin edged wail, then 
nothing. 
     Later, I learned that had been the pregnant woman, Amy, the only survivor. Everyone else, 
husband, mother, grandmother, aunt, three-year-old daughter, had died on impact. Her unborn 
child was dead on arrival at the hospital, but she had survived, a paraplegic, bereft of everyone 
she loved. Somehow, she was the worst of the lot, knowing she lived on, conscious of all she had 
lost. 
     I staggered back to my truck and drove away, terror overriding the alcoholic fumes in my 
brain. I still had a wife and son then, a career at the university; I could do nothing for the poor 
souls in the wreck, but I had to stay free to take care of my family. At least I thought I did. It was 
as good an excuse as any of the thousands that came to mind later. 
     The bar�s door creaked open again and the shaemsa oozed out. It tucked the instrument case 
under its arm and sauntered toward me. �We going where now?� 
     A vein throbbed in my temple. I rubbed at it furiously. �Get away from me!� 
     �But you are having so much.� It stopped out of reach. �Why not sharing?� 
     �No!� The pain worsened and I realized it was trying to get a foothold in my mind. I clenched 
my fists. �Stop it!� 
     It already had the instrument case unlocked. �Wonderingful!� It put the battered trumpet to its 
repulsive snout. A string of tortured notes burst out of the trumpet and I cried out, thrown back 
into that moment. It was the screech of tortured metal, their voices as the van crashed, as their 
necks snapped. I smelled the failing brakes, the overheated metal. 
     I turned on the shaemsa. �I�ll kill you!� I snatched the trumpet from its spidery hands and 
bashed it into the brick wall behind me. �You�ve seen enough of my insides to know I�ve done it 
before and it will be no trick at all to add you to the list!� 
     It closed its eyes in ecstasy. �Yes!� it cried. �Understandeding just in bits! More! More!� 
     I dashed the bent instrument to the alley and stomped it into unrecognizable slag, then stalked 
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away, my head almost cleared by the fearful rush of anger that had burst through me like water 
through a broken dam. 

♦ 
The dirty lamps in the hole-in-the-wall dive down at the docks gave off just enough light to 
illuminate the big-busted woman trapped within my drink. She shimmered there, untouched and 
untouchable, a trick of the ice cubes stacked just so. Long icy hair tumbled down her back, 
gleamed damply between her legs, inviting me into her chill embrace. I could feel the frigid play 
of her lips on mine as I examined her. We would dance the winter tango, this ice lady and me, 
roll about in the chill dark together until the heat of my flesh melted hers and we fused into the 
ancient animal with two backs. I turned the glass and the perfect breasts and hips became dis-
torted, not voluptuous at all, but grossly pregnant. 
     It was her, of course, from the wreck. Amy. I could see now her legs were shriveled and 
useless. She was paralyzed. The papers had been quite clear about that, so how could I forget? 
From the depths of the ice, her hollow, grief-ridden eyes followed me as I upended the glass and 
drank to blot out her memory. 
     A hand slid another glass full of amber liquid before me. I reached for it before I thought, 
then glanced up at Marge, the bartender who�s baked herself in the sun a zillion too many times. 
She grimaced and rolled bloodshot eyes sideways. I saw the shaemsa then, standing at the end of 
the bar, dumpy and laughable, if it weren�t after you. Lightning lanced behind my eyes as it pried 
at my thoughts, rooting at pain like it was harvesting potatoes. 
     �Goddammit!� I kneaded my temples, then pushed the glass away with a hand that trembled 
so much, it could have belonged to someone�s two hundred year old granny. Bourbon sloshed 
over the pitted wood and the cheap scent filled the air. �I told you to leave me alone!� 
     It edged along the bar, no taller than the dented seat of the stool next to me. A shiny new bass 
case leaned up against the far wall and the dim red light of the Coors sign glimmered over the 
beast�s naked skull. �But being you so full.� 
     I kicked the stool over and sent the little bastard sprawling. Golden ichor beaded up on its cut 
arm. �Get out of here, you snot-nosed creep!� 
     It lurched to its feet and scurried back toward the instrument case. 
     �Go on!� I said. �Beat it. You�ve got all you�re going to get from me.� 
     The nimble, over-flexible fingers pried at the latch, and then the bass stood exposed in the 
half-light. Three tables over, a sagging jowled matron tittered. Diamonds glittered on her fingers 
as she reached for her own glass. �Oh, God,� she said, �another dog and pony act. The little 
freaks are everywhere these days.� 
     The room seemed to lurch sideways and I turned my eyes back to the woman in my glass. The 
ice had melted and she looked horribly deformed. I shook the ice cubes and then drained the 
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dregs. 
     The shaemsa plucked at the strings of the bass and sorrow filled the room like the storm surge 
of some vast unseen hurricane lurking just offshore. I couldn�t breathe as the notes shivered 
through my soul and mapped my emptiness. I was only half a man, no, even less. The rest of me 
had been smashed to pulp on that rainy road when the van hit the bottom of the ravine. I had 
disintegrated at the first screech of straining tires, lost my center as metal tore from metal. I was 
only a shell now, a faint rime of ice which would melt and leave me to walk the world as a ghost. 
     With a snarl, I lurched to my feet and burst outside. The salt-laden air was cold on my face 
and my head was spinning. Gulls shrieked overhead and I felt as though my guts were going to 
explode. The shaemsa followed me outside as I fetched up hard against the rail beside the docks, 
fighting the dry heaves. It was still playing that damned bass, raw, discordant notes that had 
nothing in common with the blues all shaemsa insisted they wanted to emulate. 
     �Stop it!� I closed my eyes and tried to shut it out, tried to think about anything but that last 
moment when I could have run my car into the ravine, could have let the van pass by on its 
mission to buy the expected baby a new crib, could have given my own alcohol-hazed life in 
place of all the innocent ones I took that day. 
     The notes fell into a beat I recognized, syncopated Earth rhythms that spoke to the human 
soul. With an agonized cry, I picked the bass up and held it over the choppy waves beating up 
against the dock. Stupidly, the shaemsa held on, still trying to pluck the strings. I threw it far out 
in the roiling white-topped sea, watched the instrument bob on the surface for one breath, two, 
until the clinging shaemsa paddled east toward the beach, towing it behind, and I was once again 
alone with my pain. 

♦ 
Nobody said anything when I re-entered the bar. It might technically be against the law if I had 
killed it, but nobody here would have made a fuss. They were as indestructible as leeches, and 
like all pests, there were always plenty more where that one had come from. I nodded to the 
bartender and knotted my hands together to keep them from shaking until she poured me another 
double. 
     The goings on at the bar receded behind a gauzy amber curtain and, with my fingers curled 
around the sweating glass, I almost could believe that when I woke up, I would be someone else, 
someone who could look in the mirror and not retch at what he saw, someone with a future. 
     Along about three, Marge shoved a mug of coffee into my hand and I looked up for the first 
time in hours. Her mouth quirked into a grimace. She was a tough-looking broad, well past her 
prime, lips like steel cables, eyes like granite. Whatever she�d done, whatever her crimes, there 
was no trace on a hardened face like that. I was deeply envious. �Drink up and hit the road, 
buster.� 
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     Shaking, I raised the mug and drank. It was bitter as crankcase oil that�s stood out behind the 
shop for a decade and I felt it etching a path on its way down. I shuddered and took what was left 
of me outside into the night. 
     A handful of short dark shapes surged out of the darkness. I backed into the wall and my skin 
crawled. They had their instruments out already, trumpets and clarinets, and there in the back, 
another damned bass, maybe even the same one. Their minds plucked at me like clammy little 
fingers, prying at what it meant to be human and in this much pain, at the secret darkness that 
swelled my blackened soul. I pushed between them and reeled down the street, still too drunk to 
run. They followed, blowing stray notes that peeled the fog from my brain and put me back in 
that car, smelling the damp leaves on a rainy Fall day, hearing the sizzle of wet tires as I topped 
that hill. 
     I pressed my hands to my ears. �Get away from me, goddammit! I�ll kill you! I�ll kill you 
all!� I tripped and skidded on the patchy concrete. The blues twined through my blood, wrapped 
round my spine, pooled at the base of my skull like a deadly poison. Sadness welled up and 
drowned me in an oily, black, all too familiar sea. 

♦ 
I came to, arms wrapped over my head, pain beating through me as though my skull were about 
to explode. I tasted bilge water on the back of my throat, grit between my teeth. The sun was just 
glimmering over the edge of the horizon as I pushed myself up to my knees, then lurched to my 
feet. I had enough time to go back to my dingy apartment, shower, shave, maybe catch an hour 
of sleep before my nine o�clock Lost Generation English Lit Class. I could not recall the subject 
of today�s lecture, but with the proper lubricant, it might well come back to me. 
     By the time I was standing behind the lectern, a morning shot of bourbon had warmed my 
stomach and loosened my tongue. I blinked at juniors and seniors holding pens above notebooks. 
The students in the first row were a pleasant blur, comfortingly distant. 
     I opened my notes and stared down at the title of today�s lecture in my chicken-scratch 
script�Eliot�s The Waste Land. How appropriate. I suppressed a shudder and it seemed for a 
moment, I heard the far-off wail of a saxophone. I looked up and tried to focus on the center face 
in the first row. 
     ��Who is the third who walks always beside you?�� I began. Pens flew, highlighters squeaked. 
It was a familiar sense of power, that what I said mattered in some way, to someone, if not to me. 
��When I count, there are only you and I together, but when I look ahead up the white road, there 
is always another one walking beside you��� 
     A brown snout poked into the classroom. The dumpy body followed, instrument case tucked 
beneath its spindly arm. Sweat drenched my back. I cleared my throat. �We�re having class 
here,� I told the shaemsa. �You�ll have to leave.� 
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     The snout twitched, then the beast laid the case on the floor and snapped it open. The class 
stirred, then twittered with nervous laughter. 
     �You can�t play that thing here!� My voice rose with growing tension. �If you don�t leave, I�ll 
call university security!� 
     The shaemsa lifted a shining black clarinet, with gorgeous silver fittings, and blew an experi-
mental riff. The notes slid around the enclosed space like a beckoning serpent and the old 
sickness resurged. I was there again, in the car, approaching the van, on that day. I gripped the 
lectern with both hands and tried to control my trembling. 
     �Shall I call security, Dr. Watkins?� a voice asked. I squinted at the face only a few feet 
away, a face in the middle of the front row, as the shaemsa played on, flaying my agony wide 
open for everyone to see. The features resolved, young and steady, calm, despite the bizarreness 
of the situation. I saw her hands then too, fingers laced over her protruding stomach. Pregnant. I 
realized it was Amy�listening as I prattled of emptiness to privileged children who had no 
concept of the true meaning of the word�I, who was hollow, though they could not see it, empty 
as a gutted fish left to rot in the sun. 
     Another shaemsa strolled into the classroom, horn already at its wrinkled lips. I pushed past 
it, away from Amy, and her dead, staring, bloodied relatives�grandmother and aunt, husband 
and mother, daughters, both born and unborn�who now filled the rest of the seats. The mourn-
ful strains of blues so fine, they were tearing my guts out, followed me down the hall and out 
into the sterile midmorning light. 

♦ 
I found myself later at the docks, sitting and staring out over the insistent waves. The sound 
washed over me, repetitive, regular, ancient, and most of all clean. I had jumped into my car in 
the university parking lot and driven until the damn shaemsa were left far behind, but they would 
find me again, or more would come. There seemed to be no shortage of them. 
     Tears had dried on my cheeks so that they tasted of the same brine as the sea. I shivered; the 
wind was sharp and the spray from the waves soaked into my coat. The blackness born on that 
day was eating me from the inside out and I didn�t know how to go on. Even after my wife left 
me, as long as I could go through the motions, present the semblance of a functioning man to the 
world, I could find reason enough for rising in the morning, clothing myself and speaking to the 
uncomprehending innocents who paid for the privilege of hearing what I might say. 
     But now, with shaemsa dogging my every step, there was no longer a single second when that 
moment was not foremost in my mind. It acted as a filter between myself and the rest of the 
world. I was isolated, alone with myself and what I had done. 
     A particularly strong wave licked at my feet, hanging down over the docks. I stared down at 
the drops glistening on the black leather oxfords. Down there, in the gray-green depths of the 
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water, there might be surcease, perhaps even release. I slid closer to the edge. 
     A single note sounded behind me, long and drawn out like a finger of smoke reaching up into 
the sky. My fingers bit into the splintery salt-blasted wood. 
     The note became a riff, then a phrase, repeated over and over, the screel of locking brakes, the 
pop of rivets. I leaned over, put my head into my hands, and gave myself to the waves. The water 
was so cold, I didn�t even feel it at first, just the absence of air, or any sound, beyond the susurra-
tion of surf. I drifted downward, curled into a snail-like knot, penning the black rot inside. 
     My chest ached, and I saw light behind my eyes, bursts of gold and red and actinic white, like 
the aftermath of a camera flash. I was a camera, I thought, the only record of their passing. My 
fault. My fault. Let there be an end, a payment. My life for theirs. As grimed and paltry as it had 
become, it was all I had left, all I could lay at Amy�s useless feet. 
     Something plunked above me, then again, and one more time, like bottles tossed into the sea. 
I hunched over tighter, clasped arms around knees. I mustn�t falter, mustn�t let the pain escape. It 
was all I had left, the price of my admittance to that place where I was bound, and must go with 
me into the smooth inviting darkness, into the void. 
     Stubby fingers caught at my shirt, buried themselves in my hair. I wrenched around and 
fought them off. They had no right! This was my decision. They didn�t know, couldn�t� 
     My mouth opened involuntarily as I fought the rescuing hands. The last of my air escaped as 
salt water rushed into my lungs. It was so cold, so shocking, I could not cough, or fight, or 
remember what I had just wanted so desperately only seconds ago. There was just gray light 
refracting down from above through the waves, as though I was trapped inside a monstrous dirty 
gem, and the promise of peace, if only I held on. If�only� 

♦ 
I came to, coughing my guts out, my throat raw with water and salt, lying on the warped docks, 
surrounded by three chill wet lumps of alien flesh and the agonizing wail of a trumpet. In the 
background, a siren also wailed, and the two made an odd duet, one weaving through the painful 
harmonies of the other as though rehearsed. I buried my head in my arms, longing to weep, but 
without the right to tears. Only Amy could weep now. She owned all my tears, as well as my 
future, for whatever dismal good that would do her. I was lost in the circuitous byways of my 
own life, in the stifling back alleys of despair, and it seemed there was no way out. Not even 
death. 

♦ 
Hospital. Astringent. Reek of plastic. Doctors came and went. Nurses. Police. Psychiatrists. I 
talked to some, refused others, but could not remember what I said, and it did not matter. Noth-
ing did. What I had done that day of shrieking brakes and bloody, splintered children overrode 
all the rest and I was lost in an endless loop of rending metal. 
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     Sometimes a shaemsa sneaked in, trombone or clarinet in hand, and managed a few wrench-
ing bars of blues before the nurses chased it out. Such episodes left me curled in a fetal knot, 
weeping uncontrollably until the kiss of a needle brought the hot blackness behind my eyes. But 
even there, in the midnight of my soul, there was always Amy. 
     One feverish morning, I opened my eyes and found her sitting beside my bed, watching me 
with the level gaze of a saint carved in stone. Her hands rested on the arms of a wheelchair, large 
capable hands that, according to the newspapers, had once played championship basketball for 
her high school team, then gone on to change diapers, had soothed one tiny daughter and then 
rested on her pregnant stomach in anticipation of the next, who had been so close to drawing her 
first breath. 
     I turned my head and closed my eyes in the knowledge she would disappear. She always did, 
though soon enough she would turn up again in my drink, or the front row of my class, or some 
frivolous television ad for detergent. 
     �He�s not the one.� Her voice was like a song, low, angry. Feet shifted over the floor in the 
background. 
     I was jolted enough to open my eyes and turn around. Amy never spoke inside my head. 
�What�?� 
     Her face was haggard. She wore her pain like a fine silken veil. A jagged scar crossed her 
forehead and disappeared beneath her hair like a testament to her suffering. �It was an older 
man,� she said over her shoulder to someone standing in the doorway. Her voice was flat as 
though she spoke of a TV show watched long ago, or an event that had happened to her great-
grandmother. �I saw him look through the windshield after we crashed, then walk back to his 
Cadillac and drive away.� 
     �No,� I said hoarsely, �I was driving. It was me!� 
     �Liar,� she said dispassionately. �Mister, I don�t know why you want to play these sick 
games, but whatever the shaemsa are digging out of your head, it has nothing to do with me. 
You�ll just have to live with it.� She turned the wheelchair. 
     �No, wait!� I wrenched at the rails on the side of my bed. They clattered, but wouldn�t 
release. �I�m sorry! I wish I had run off the road instead! I�d give anything to go back and do it 
over, to give my life in their place, anything!� 
     She gave no indication she heard, just rolled down the hall with short, jerky pushes of her 
arms. Tears glittered on her cheeks though, and I realized she knew it was me; she just wasn�t 
going to allow me even the satisfaction of confession. By branding me an idiot neurotic, claim-
ing a crime he had not committed in order to get attention, she had made certain that no one 
would ever believe me. 
     Except the shaemsa. 
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♦ 
Sometimes, when the house is full and I settle into my place behind the drums at the rear of the 
stage, everything is blue-gray as a cathedral at twilight and angels take shape in the slow swirl of 
dust motes in the spotlights. I see her then, in the back, her bitter eyes a road into a distant land 
that I too will travel someday, when I have finally sacrificed enough. Then we will be together in 
that terrible dark place where she resides now alone. 
     I have placed upon her altar my wife and child, my profession, and the last dregs of my self-
respect, but that is not enough. She wants more, something incomprehensible which I do not yet 
recognize. But there is still time, and while I am waiting to blossom into a dark flower worthy of 
her, the shaemsa ply their saxes and trombones and clarinets to make of my guilt something 
agonizingly beautiful, something to which the world, human and shaemsa alike, flocks in ever-
increasing crowds to hear. Each note they play rips something squirming out of me and holds it 
up for examination, each bar of call and response, each wrenching improvisation. I bleed every 
night just a little bit more, but heed it not, because it is all for her, every drop and rivulet, spilling 
across the mutual wasteland of our lives, nourishing that wretched parched soil that is my soul. 
     Each night we play, as we always will, for Amy. �FO
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 was the first to be retrieved and reassembled by the Venatici. The first missionary to visit 
their world�the first human, period. 
At least, I thought I was. 

     Where were the others? I waited for them a long time. 
     The Venatici had never sent us images of themselves. We had no idea what our assemblers 
would look like. I got used to hosts who resembled chitinous giraffes with spinnerets and highly 
articulated upper body limbs. I must have looked equally strange to them, bilateral symmetry, 
ginger-colored hair, freckles, and all.  
     I named my guide Peter. He showed me around the Venatici outpost.  
     They hadn�t reassembled me�or any of the others�on their home planet; they were playing 
it safe. After a time, Peter reassembled some of my belongings: some clothes, my vestments, 
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sacramental bread and wine, chalices, the Revised Charismatic Bible. I said Mass every day. 
Mostly it was for myself, but Peter listened with polite interest. 
     Perhaps he sensed my own surprising indifference to the faith I supposedly came to spread. It 
was difficult to keep the faith without others of my own kind. Perhaps I�d lost it.  
     Either that, or I�d lost something in transit. I needed to know. When the Venatici brought back 
my companions, I would talk to them, find out what went wrong.  
     �Why retrieve only me?� I asked Peter.  
     �A necessary precaution,� Peter replied.  
     �Why me, though? A hundred of us came on the beam.� 
     �We picked you at random,� Peter told me.  
     �We come in peace,� I reassured him.  
     �We need to be sure.� 
     And, one night: �We now believe we can allow you to visit our homeworld. Meanwhile, let�s 
continue our discussion. I�m not at all certain I understand your concept of the Trinity.�   
     I did my best to explain, but even to my own ears, I lacked conviction. I had lost my sense of 
mission. I needed to see and touch others of my kind. I needed to be reminded why I came here. 
     My original self back on Earth probably had no doubts. If he was still alive, he still believed; 
if dead, he went to his rest safe in the knowledge that his duplicate was carrying out his mission.  
     I envied him that certainty. I wanted it back.  
     �When will you reassemble my companions?� It was the devout thing to ask. Reproduction 
was the Church�s first order of business. The New Vatican Revival demanded that its priests 
multiply.  
     �When the time is right,� was Peter�s only answer.  
     �Soon, I hope. I miss my companions, and the woman I love.�   
     I�d meant my wife, dutifully enough.  
     Peter saw through that.   

♦ 
I helped my hosts plant and raise their ship. It seemed the least I could do. Eleven Venatici 
participated, representing all ages and all three sexes. Their two-meter-long shovels had three 
handles each. We dug twenty-three holes, each a meter deep in the hard desert floor.  
     Then we planted the seedlings, hard knots like misshapen coconuts. According to Peter, they 
grew all over this system; the early explorers had planted them the way the British navy spread 
the tall pine all over the South Seas. The Brits never knew when they�d need a mast for their 
sails, and the Venatici never knew when they might need a ship.  
     We covered the seedlings with dirt. My hosts watered them from their bodies. So I joined 
them. When in Rome, when anatomically possible. 
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     The ship grew almost overnight. Fibers sprouted from the soil and twined themselves into a 
roughly cylindrical object. Peter told me the seeds were written to grow vessels with the requisite 
number of chambers and portals. This was a cruiser. A strong vegetable smell filled the air, like 
fresh-cut grass. Peter had contributed his own cells to this ship.  
     Its flesh was similar to that of Peter�s house, which I saw him create every dusk from his own 
spinnerets, and reel back into his own body every morning. We spent the cold desert nights 
together under his tent, learning each other�s language and discussing theology.  
     On the walls of his self-made home, Peter could project and recreate scenes and impressions 
from his past. He showed me his conception, his hatching, his larvahood. He never forgot 
anything and could call up any memory at any time.  
     He knew who he was. I envied him. 
     They loaded the ship while I slept. We lifted like a balloon. I don�t know what made the ship 
go. Peter tried to explain, but I lacked the science or the language.  
     I watched the planet surface fall away. The Venatici city was hard to see from ground level, it 
blended so perfectly with its environment. Peter told me the Venatici had occupied this planet for 
centuries. Yet they had left almost no trace of their presence.  
     �You�ve never traveled beyond your own system?� I asked. 
     �No,� he replied. �There is no place else to go, nobody else to build the transceivers.� 
     �You could visit us.� 
     �Perhaps someday.� 
     �Are we all there is? Our system and yours?� 
     �James, I need to tell you something. Soon we�ll make a rendezvous. There are people I want 
you to meet.�   
     �Who?�   
     �You�ve asked why we retrieved you first.� 
     �Many times,� I said. �Did you think we came as invaders?�    
     �When we intercepted your signal, we read all about you. We feared there had been some 
mistake, some error in transmission. We feared we could not reassemble you properly. We 
decided to begin with just one. We picked you because your case seemed the most straightfor-
ward.� 
     My case? 
     �We tried several times before we got it right,� said Peter. �But there were errors.� 
     �What kind of errors?� What had they done? Reassembled me as some twisted, crippled 
mass? How many times had it taken them to get me right?   
     �I wasn�t the first reassembly,� I guessed. �Somebody else was�another me. You hid the 
truth from me.�   
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     �For which we apologize,� said Peter. �I can tell you now that you are the twenty-third 
version of yourself, of Father James Mendez.�   
     Twenty-three of me. Twenty-three trials and errors. Or were they the fair copies, and I the 
error? How would the Venatici know? How would I? 
     �What happened to the other missionaries?� I asked. 
     �We�ve learned from our mistakes. We�ve retrieved them.� 
     �I want to meet them.� 
     �I knew you would.� 
     A door irised open. Behind it stood a tall woman. Her eyes were brown and fawnlike, her hair 
an auburn cloud. Her robes of office managed somehow to emphasize rather than conceal her full 
figure. I caught mingled scents: musk, sandalwood, incense.  
     I knew her at once. I remembered her, at least. I used to meet with her at the Vatican every 
Wednesday, after her formal audience. She would serve tea and ask me the latest about the state 
of the faith in the Americas, in her home city of New York. Occasionally she would make 
shockingly irreverent jokes, about the Fourth Vatican Council or her latest encyclical on artificial 
life. Sometimes I thought her glances were flirtatious, but I�d always told myself not to flatter 
myself. The rest of us were expected to reproduce; she had to stay celibate, to carry on the 
tradition. She was off limits.  
     And here she was. I knelt and kissed her ring.  
     �Your Holiness,� I said.  
     �Rise,� she bid me, and we stood face to face.  
     So far, so good. I tried to suppress new feelings that were wrong, proscribed by law, morality, 
and common sense. 
     �James,� she said. �It�s good to see you.� 
     She threw her arms around me, held me close, and pressed her lips to mine. I participated 
vigorously, knowing I had always wanted this forbidden thing.  
     �Your Holiness,� I murmured, coming to my senses.  
     �Call me Dolores,� she insisted. �Come with me.�  
     She led me through another iris door. It closed behind us. She removed her robes and bid me 
to do the same. Her flesh was pink and inviting beneath the dim luminescent globes that lit the 
ship. Her skin was warm, warmer than I remembered a woman�s skin being. Was she feverish, 
was my memory faulty, or had she been edited for a slightly higher body temperature? 
     I soon found I didn�t care. This ship chamber held no furniture as such, but the floor made a 
more than serviceable bed. Our hands and lips explored each other and my reservations fell away 
one by one. She offered herself like a sacrament. Two bodies, one flesh, and the scent of incense 
were all the universe held, all it needed to hold. 
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♦ 
Peter slipped through the iris unannounced. I realized I was naked; I wrapped my robes around 
my waist. Dolores slept beside me. I�d spent a restless night. 
     �You had no right,� I whispered to Peter. �You changed us.�   
     �Did we? We assume error occurred during your transmission,� Peter said. �Distortion. 
Interference.� 
     �You didn�t retrieve what we sent you.� 
     �Perhaps you were damaged before you set out,� Peter suggested.  
     I was outraged. �How would you know? How would you know what was normal for us, and 
what was illness?� 
     �We read that in you, too.�  
     �You looked into my unconscious,� I surmised.  
     �If we understand the term correctly, yes,� replied Peter. �We believed we read your true 
selves buried beneath the�distortion.� 
     �Distortion! My training, my socialization, my faith�everything I was�you thought was an 
error to correct?� 
     Dolores rolled over, stretched, and sat up.  
     �James,� she said, yawning, �be grateful. I know I am.� 
     �But you�re the spiritual leader of billions! God�s representative in the temporal universe!� 
     �Was,� she replied, rolling her eyes. �I never volunteered for this mission. I�m version 
twenty-seven. I�m glad I�m not her. I like me the way I am.� 
     �You met your original self? Where�s mine?�   
     �This way,� said Peter. I got dressed and followed him.  

♦ 
My hosts carried a retrieval device aboard their ship. I wondered how many such devices they 
had, how many times they could be used, how many copies of the mission they could make and 
remake.  
     The Venatici poked and prodded the device. Soon they materialized another me. It�s unset-
tling to look at yourself outside a mirror or photo. He had my freckles, my ginger hair, my round 
face. I hoped I did not have his petulant expression. 
     �This was the original transmission,� Peter said. 
     �Leave us alone,� the original transmission of me demanded. He looked haunted, disoriented. 
I couldn�t blame him. Already I was anxious to get back to Dolores. But I had to talk to him.  
     �Yes, Peter,� I said. �Please, leave us alone.� 
     Peter left.  
     �Listen,� my original said to me quietly when the door puckered shut behind Peter. �This 
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mission has gone very wrong. We�re in serious trouble. We�ve got to get them to retrieve the rest 
of us. The real ones, not fakes like you�and like me, for all I know.� 
     �They have a right to be cautious. And it seems to me they made an honest mistake.� 
     �They can�t keep making copies of us, either. It�s wrong; it�s sacrilege. Which of us is real?� 
     I was surprised at his vehemence. I shrugged. �It looks to me like we both are.� 
     �Which of us has the soul, James? Each individual is unique. Only one of us can have the soul 
of Father James Mendez.� 
     �Wait till you talk to the Venatici,� I said. �They have some interesting ideas on the subject. 
They think there�s only one soul, one in the entire universe, but it travels back and forth through 
time and is simultaneously present in all living things.�   
     �Savages,� he replied. �Highly advanced, technologically-developed savages, but heathens 
nevertheless. We�ve got to convert them, and the ones we can�t convert, well�� 
     �How do you propose to do that?� 
     He smiled. �They don�t have weapons, have you noticed? We encoded for transmission 
everything we need, from bows and arrows to fusion grenades. We need to get our hands on 
them, take this ship, and find a base. Eventually we could be running this system.� 
     �Is that what we came for?� 
     �And not just that. Sooner or later, we�ll have to start reproducing. Multiply. Subdue this 
second Earth. In the name of God, and in the name of Her Holiness Dolores II, yes!�   
     �I can�t allow that,� I said.  
     �You can�t? You can�t? You dare to tell me that you can�t?� 
     He tore his pectoral cross from the string that held it around his neck. He lunged at me and 
before I knew what was happening he hit me on the left temple, my right cheek, and the bridge 
of my nose, which he broke. We rolled about on the floor. He wrapped his fingers around my 
throat. When I pried them off, he tried to gouge my eyes out. The little bastard fought dirty.  
     Suddenly he was gone. I sat up, surprised.  
     �Back to storage with him,� said Dolores, who helped me up. �Had enough? I know I did.� 

♦ 
I refused to accept that other, violent James as my true self.  
     Slow learner.  
     Peter ran the program as many times as it took. Some versions of me were more violent, even 
psychotic. They accused me of demonic possession. I was beset by devils; the alien monsters had 
brainwashed me.  
     A few versions of me lapsed into catatonic indifference; they were unable to accept the 
culture shock of being reconstituted on an alien world.  
     Most, though, took a middle course. One almost saw eye-to-eye with newly edited me.  
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     This one was more open-minded than most. He even took a reasonably liberal interpretation 
of Scripture. He saw virtues and strengths in the Venatici civilization where my other copies felt 
our hosts were creatures of Satan. He even admitted he could see the attraction of my relation-
ship with Dolores, and he wondered why she was not yet pregnant.  
     I used him as my confessor. The frequency of intercourse, my lack of remorse for doing it out 
of wedlock, my admission that I was at first motivated by lust and nothing but lust. He gave me 
penance, which I performed halfheartedly. A few Hail Marys are no proof against the power and 
charisma of a woman like Dolores. She�d been a popular Pope.  
     The Venatici ship orbited their homeworld for as long as it took. I spoke with one of my 
copies for the last time. 
     He asked me, �Do you remember why you volunteered for this mission in the first place? I 
do.� 
     �Tell me.� 
     �Do you remember what saints are?� 
     �Of course.� 
     �Well, you always wanted to be one.� 
     �I did?� 
     �Yes,� my copy replied. �But you knew you�d never perform a miracle, never heal the sick, 
never raise the dead. Most saints founded missions and did the Church�s grunt work. They were 
just bureaucrats. Sainthood was a way of honoring them. That was what you wanted. If you 
couldn�t get sainthood by the high road, you�d take the low.�  
     Wrong. Sainthood did not excite me, not now.  
     What brought me here was love. It was Dolores. The Venatici showed me that. For years, I 
had masked my passion for Her Holiness with piety and duty. But now, every time I hold her in 
my arms, I know the real reason I�m here, why I took the risk. 
     �I still feel guilty sometimes,� I confessed to Peter, who after all turned out to be an excellent 
listener. 
     �We were not able to fix that,� he said. �It was too closely intertwined with what you essen-
tially are.�   
     I didn�t mind it. I learned to enjoy it. And I stopped needing my copies. 
     For a while, at least.  

♦ 
The Venatici brought back the rest of us. We were all cured. My wife, Mother Karen Alameda, 
paired off with Brother Lin-Dze. They made a nice couple.  
     The Venatici agreed to let us procreate. They removed the contraceptives they�d laced into 
our diet. They were no longer afraid of us alien monsters overrunning their planet. Our hosts 
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trusted us to treat our freedom responsibly. I didn�t think they had anything to fear. 
     �We are making a new place for humans,� said Peter one day. They prepared a worldlet close 
to their sun for human habitation.  
     �You�re exiling us?� I asked, surprised.  
     �Not you,� he said. �Your others. Your originals.� 
     �I thought you were going to keep them in storage.� 
     �We were. But now we need them.� 
     The Venatici had just found a second set of neighbors, Peter told me. They lived in the 
Hyades Cluster. They took the Venatici�s invitation and transmitted representatives.  
     Peter showed me their corpses. Nasty things.  
     �They arrived in this condition?� 
     �They forced us to kill them,� Peter replied. 
     �You couldn�t cure them?� I asked. �You did a job on me.� 
     �They are violent beyond repair.� 
     �Surely you�re safe. You don�t have to receive them.� 
     �We�ve picked up stray communications emissions from them,� Peter replied. �We believe 
they have learned to build interstellar ships. They may come and attack us�and attack your 
homeworld as well.� 

♦ 
Old James, I said to my old selves, we may need you after all. Dolores and I have received 
permission to bear a child or two. Perhaps you can teach them to kill; I only hope we can teach 
them to kill in the spirit of love.  
     We need you. I have a feeling you�ll enjoy the next phase of your existence, that you�ll be 
able to carry out the program you came for.  
     May your God forgive you, and me, and the Venatici, and the new contactees.  
     All of us. God forgive us all. �FO
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etting dragged in�s the easy part. It starts with one too many of whatever they�re 
cooking up on Ganymede these days. Then Jenny looks at you with those twinkling 
eyes (no poetic license here, folks�that last retina transplant, she had real diamonds 

grafted in) and drawls something like, �Most all of my pilots do it once in a while. Only the 
stupid bitches get caught out. We both know you�re not one of those.� 
     And because you work for Jenny and you hate her for the jewels tacked just about everywhere 
on that dried-up body (okay, so you�ve had occasion to look) and because you don�t want to be 
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in hock to her for the rest of your natural, doing the Jupiter to Outposts run, your reply goes 
along the lines of, �Maybe I�ll have a think. Maybe some other trip.� 
     And when you take your glass in two hands to stop it shaking, you both know you might not 
be a stupid bitch, but you�re sure as hell a lying one. 

♦ 
Working for Jenny, you don�t get to choose your crew. As we pulled away from the Outposts 
asteroids with a cargo belly full of something to make our boss even richer than she already was, 
I looked at the rookie navigator she�d dumped on me. One-meter fifty and about as fem-like as 
they come. Her skin and her perfect cheekbones looked Thai, but her eyes were blue. I hear 
that�s the fashion Earthside these days. I didn�t need to ask if she came from Earth. With radia-
tion taking pot-shots at our chromosomes, we Jovian colonists just don�t look like that anymore. 
Even the best of us. 
     �That was an ambiguous course you had me lay in,� she said, eyes on her console. 
     �Ambiguous is me full stop,� I replied crisply, and it�s true. Legally female, I could grow a 
decent captain�s beard if I wanted to. Jenny once talked about surgery�and said she wasn�t 
bothered if I went either way. I�d had enough of being rebuilt on Jenny�s tab by then. 
     �Conrad says you must be thinking of throwing a Minch,� the girl said, looking up at me.
     I felt myself scowling but couldn�t help a mischievous stray thought. I knew that Conrad, my 
classic hairy engineer, preferred men for recreational or I�d have said they�d make a sweet, old-
fashioned couple. I hear they still have them on Earth. 
     �You learn new words quick, Kim,� I snapped. �Tell Conrad he ought to watch his.� 
     She caught up with me, though, three hours into �B� shift in my pit. As I pressed the door 
release, she looked at me like a scolded child who�s not sure why and said artlessly, �What�s a 
Minch?� 
     �You came looking for me to ask that?� 
     She shrugged, pushed past me into the room, took the glass from my hand and sniffed accus-
ingly. 
     �No one told me I�d be working for a captain who burns herself out with this.� 
     �You think you�ve got rights? You�re new. Try working for Jenny without it.� 
     �If you didn�t, you�d reach buy-out price sooner.� 
     �On what I�d save? Ha! Be like spitting against a meteor shower.� 
     She dropped her eyes. 
     �Don�t be like that. I know a better way. Lie down, huh?� 
     I grinned. Centuries ago, it used to be ships� captains and cabin boys. What�s changed? 
     �No�on your front,� she insisted, perching on the bunk just level with my hips. �I used to be 
good at this. I trained in Bangkok.� 
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     The small, surprisingly strong hands began undoing the muscles in my shoulders. 
     �A genuine, Earth-born, feel-good girl. Why aren�t you doing this to one of the proper males 
aboard? Some of them have even got balls that haven�t been too cooked to make it worth your 
while.� 
     I felt the slight shrug through the movement of her hands. 
     �I can�t be bothered with men for recreational. Only if I wanted to breed. And that�s not an 
option.� 
     I was surprised to hear it. I�d thought if anyone was a classic, Kim was. But I didn�t ask�not 
then. At that last sentence, her voice had crackled like her throat was going tight. 
     Instead, I rolled over and drew her down beside me. She came willingly, nestling her dark 
little head into the bony crook of my shoulder. 
     �They say kids like you can make foreplay last all day.� 
     �We don�t have all day. �A� shift is back on in six hours.� Then she propped herself up on one 
elbow, looked down at me and repeated, �What�s a Minch?� 
     You beauty, I silently saluted her. Get me all mellow then go for the throat. 
     �A Minch,� I sighed. �It�s an old term�from times when people used to take big ships out on 
the seas of Earth for reasons other than getting a jaded lover in the mood.� 
     �And?� 
     �And it�s only called the Minch Maneuver by people who are thinking of doing it but shouldn�t 
be. You can get thrown out of flight school just for having the calculations on your compu-pad.� 
     �And?� 
     �And basically all it means is going round the inside of something when it would be safer and 
longer to go round the outside. But it means you hit your hyperspace window before anyone else 
doing the same run.� 
     �So, hypothetically, if you happen to be working for the biggest gangster in the Jovian system 
who doesn�t care how her shipments get there as long as they�re first home�?� 
     �Then you get a tasty bonus straight to your account. Nothing hypothetical about that. Jenny 
takes a giant step closer to being the richest bitch on Jupiter�s moons and you take a little step 
closer to your buy-out price.� 
     �What�s your buy-out price?� 
     �High.� 
     �Why�s that?� 
     �There are questions you learn not to ask.� 
     �So I�m new,� she said, curling back down beside me. �I don�t know the rules.� 
     She kissed me, then. It had been years since I�d kissed a lover�Jenny doesn�t count of 
course. Soft. Dissolving. Like for a moment I wasn�t a freak with a patched-up body but some-
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thing glowing and cherished. People who aren�t colonists say that�s how it feels when the naked 
sun gets on your skin. I wouldn�t know. 
     �All right,� I breathed when she let me up for air. But would she understand? This peach-
skinned doll never in danger of being mistaken for anything but woman: how could she know 
what it feels like to be fourteen and hate the body you were born into so much you couldn�t 
bear�? 
     �I�ll spare you the details,� I said. �Med-tech were ready to tip me down the sluice. Then 
Jenny stepped in and bought me. Just about every internal organ needed replacing�which isn�t 
cheap. She figured having a pilot with suicidal tendencies might be a useful wild card to play. 
She sponsored me through flight school. The way things are, she owns me for another ten years 
at least.� 
     �And if you threw a Minch every trip?� 
     �I could be out in five.� 
     �I see you�ve already worked it out, then.� 
     She kissed me again. It started in a mother-make-it-better sort of way but soon it got hot and 
sweet and anything but innocent. Oh, I wanted her. But there was something else I needed to 
know first. 
     �Your turn,� I insisted, pulling back a little. �How did you screw up badly enough to be 
here?� 
     Kim shrugged nonchalantly. 
     �Remember the Tokyo stock exchange?� 
     I frowned. Normally I don�t give a toss about domestic Earth politics. But that computer crash 
had been big news. Someone had introduced a virus into the system. The worst there had ever 
been in the whole of computer history. 
     �That was me,� she claimed, and there wasn�t a hint of remorse. �I was part of the Pacific 
Rim Liberation Conspiracy.� 
     �Great. So I�ve got a liability on board. Nothing on the computers is safe. And now big 
business owns you�some anti Capitalist, huh?� 
     �Jenny was the only one who�d pay the fine.� 
     �They only fined you?� 
     �Not exactly,� she sighed. 
     She grasped the zip of her one-piece and began to slide it down. God, she wasn�t wearing 
anything underneath! Tight, high breasts sprang apart like puppies. The part of me that�s never 
quite sure whether to be penis or clitoris shivered. Down she slid it�down till I saw the ragged 
scar just at the edge of her dark, springy hair. 
     �They took my uterus,� she whispered. �And not the pretty way, either. Said I wasn�t fit to 
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pass on my genes.� 
     I kissed to top of her head and made �shusha� noises. 
     �But Jenny knows someone,� she continued, looking up at me with brimming eyes. �She said 
maybe they could put one back�good as new. Once I�ve met the buy-out price, of course. 
That�s why I thought�that�s why I wanted to know�� 
     Her voice cracked up then like a bad transmission. I saw the hope in those shiny little eyes�
the hope that, despite the mashed ends of Fallopian tubes, what had been done by cack-handed, 
underpaid government med-techs might one day be undone. And suddenly I was pressing that 
dark, sobbing head against the sad bags of flesh that pass for breasts in in-betweens like me. Was 
that when I decided? What do you think? 

♦ 
Three days later and �A� shift was on the bridge. That amounted to me and Kim�what�s the fun 
in being captain if you can�t fiddle your own rosters? 
     I took out the compu-pad. I�d spent most of the previous two rest shifts plotting the wrong 
course on it while Kim draped herself maddeningly across my bunk. 
     �What was a Minch?� she�d asked again one time when I�d had enough of staring at screens 
and wanted the peace her hands could give me. �Originally, I mean. Tell me the story. I love 
stories.� 
     �You don�t need to know. I�m not sure I even know. Some bit of sea, I guess. They used 
different stuff for fuel in those days. Messy stuff. Someone was supposed to have taken a big 
ship load of it somewhere they shouldn�t and messed up badly. How should I know�I�m a pilot 
not a bloody historian.� 
     �Who called it the Minch Maneuver�someone who thought we�d mess up?� 
     �Trust me,� I�d murmured, rolling her lightness on top of me. 
     Now, as I coupled my compu-pad into the main computer, she said, �I didn�t realize those 
things had enough memory for calculations like that.�  
     �Strictly speaking, they haven�t.� 
     �What?� 
     �Don�t worry. I�ve had to make a few estimates. But I�ve been running this ship ten years. 
Trust me.� 
     So �B� shift slept�or did anything else they felt the need to in their bunks to pass the time. 
All quiet. After all, we were nowhere near our hyperspace window yet. Were we? 
     And while they slept I took us round the wrong side of a rock not much smaller than Gany-
mede. A yellow dwarf, that could almost have been Sol, corona�d round the edge. Breath got put 
on hold�my first view of a brand new stretch of space in ten years of piloting. Caught in my 
own upsurge of adrenaline: Christ, this was better than sex�or at least better than sex had ever 
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been till I met Kim. I was doing the forbidden. At last, I was running my first Minch! 
     �Of course,� I began chattering giddily, �the crazy part is, if it was legal, it�d be a damn sight 
safer. If it was legal, you could use the ship�s main data banks for the comps without shitting 
yourself they�ll trace it and take your pilot�s license away. But I feel good about this. We�re 
going to be okay.� 
     �So why�s it illegal if it isn�t really dangerous?� she asked, coming to stand very close. 
     �Bureaucrats.� I spat. �It just isn�t an approved route. And we�re out of range of the tracking 
stations. Boy, do the authorities hate that! Like, you spend five years training someone to be a 
commercial pilot and then don�t trust them to think for themselves.� 
     �You sound fired up. Like you�re glad you�ve done it.� 
     �Yeah,� I said, wrapping my arms round her, �so you needn�t have bothered seducing me. I 
was fixing to do it anyway.� 
     She looked up at me with a frown. 
     �I didn�t.� 
     �Listen, the way I remember it�� 
     �No. I mean I didn�t decide to seduce you. It just happened.� 
     She sighed then. 
     �Loving you,� she added, �must be about as shitty as reaching escape velocity from Jupiter. 
But someone�s got to do it.� 
     And I really think she meant it. For a moment I giggled stupidly. It was all going to be so 
easy�a few more years of runs like this and we�d both reach buy-out price. We�d even get the 
credits to put Kim back the way she should be. A perfect woman. Capable of having the donor 
A.I. child we�d raise together. A perfect woman would love me. 
     And then the cosmos played its own wild card. 
     The instruments went crazy. 
     �Flare!� she gasped, pulling away from me and diving for the console. 
     But�God, for the first second it was almost beautiful! I couldn�t move. It was so almost like 
the time a fourteen year old nearly found out what meets you on the other side. 
     �What�s the matter with you?� she screamed. �Christ, you didn�t even have the shields on 
standby!� 
     I leapt after her. The lights had gone out in one eye. 
     �And let the whole crew know what we were planning?� 
     Shields crept across the viewing ports. Too slow�too slow�how could they compete with 
anything that travels so close to the speed of light it makes no difference? 
     �Don�t you scan the reports?� she accused. �You put them in danger. Okay, so you�re a 
messed-up, burned-out shit but you�re still their captain. Why didn�t you know that star was 
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about to flare?� 
     She was breathing heavily now. Surely it was just adrenaline? 
     �We�re running a Minch, you idiot! There are no reports. I told you the tracking stations can�t 
reach us.� 
     �You told me we were going to be okay�you promised me!� 
     She took an unsteady step towards me. 
     �You�re a lying bitch!� she hissed as she slumped into my arms. 
     And it�s probably true what they say about us colonists�I mean, about us having cockroach 
genes. We�re too used to blasts of radiation that don�t give tender Earthlings a chance. 
     I hear what you�re saying�any halfway decent med-tech could have brought her back. What 
d�you think this is�a properly crewed ship? 

♦ 
The dome of Jenny�s personal arboretum bellied far out against the ice fields of Ganymede. Her 
latest toy showed me in. Wearing only an earring and hung like they�d been feeding him testos-
terone since he was six years old. You can�t say my employer�s tastes aren�t catholic. 
     �My gallant captain,� she greeted me. �The rest of the pack aren�t due back from Outposts for 
weeks. However did you manage it?� 
     �You know damn well,� I snapped, taking the seat she hadn�t offered me. 
     Jenny smirked. 
     �Is that eyepatch just another of your outlandish affectations, or�?� 
     �It�s cooked,� I grunted. 
     �Another regraft? You�re getting expensive.� She made fake tutting sounds under her breath. 
�And so careless of you to lose that pretty little navigator after I paid so much for her.� She leant 
towards me and brought her lips within kissing distance. �You know, if you weren�t so exotic I�d 
fine you heavily for that.� 
     I snapped my smarting face back from hers. No, Jenny�you�ve touched me for the last time. 
I�ve known what it feels like to have soft hands reach for me in the night. And to have you touch 
me where they have touched would be a pollution every bit as evil as the invisible light that 
murdered her. 
     �You know why that happened,� I hissed. �Damn you for fobbing me off with some Earth 
rookie! You give me a decent crew next time!� 
     And Jenny smiled. Because she knew and I knew that now I�d run as many Minches as it took 
to be free from her life-sucking eyes. And then some. �FO
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I. Farsamy 
 

 
aster, faster!� 
Henritt Ofkyme leaned forward in his carriage�s deep bucketseat. Banana-leaf 
screens shielded him on three sides, so that all he could see of Farsamy was the 

cobbled street, the jostling crowds and the tight-packed buildings to either side. Henritt took a 
crop from its carved holder and flicked it at the sweat-streaked flank of the nearest mutt. 
�Faster,� he said again. 
     This place had an air of transience, of lean-tos and smart huts thrown casually together�here 
today, but probably not the next�against a backdrop of trees, hills, the great river, luxuriating in 
their ancient permanence. It made him uncomfortable. 
     He flicked again at the nearest mutt then, catching gentle old Pilofritt�s look, eased himself 
back into the cushions. Pil had been with the clan for octades, a bondsman given in tribute to 
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Henritt�s father Kymeritt by the neighbouring Tenka clan, as part-settlement in some obscure 
dispute. 
     Henritt chewed on a jaggery stick, then tossed the sugary husk out into the street when he had 
finished. Pil would be right, of course: there was no hurry, no need to work the beasts too hard. It 
had been a long journey and everyone was tired. He closed his eyes, sick already of the sight of 
so much flesh, human and otherwise. Sick of the smells of shit and sweat and dirt, the babble of 
voices, the occasional raised beseechment to the gods. And yet�the clamour, the tension of 
mixing with the world beyond the clan�it was exciting, too. He, Henritt, purebred son of Kyme 
of the clan Ritt, had been to Farsamy many times before, but this was the first time he had led the 
delegation. As Pil kept reminding him, he had much to learn. And also, so much to see and do! 

♦ 
Henritt�s head hurt, his stomach burned, his throat was dry and swollen, making it hard to talk or 
swallow. Not that he wanted to.  
     Pil had woken him too early�deliberate, he felt sure. Market day, stock to buy, heads to 
clear. Last night, while Henritt was slumped at the roadside, the street rats had sniffed at him, 
trying to work out if he was garbage to be consumed. He�d flapped at them, driven them from 
him. They should have been able to tell. He couldn�t remember returning to the lodging house. 
No doubt Pil would fill him in on the details if he could be bothered to ask.  
     Set in an open square in the centre of Farsamy, the market�s stalls and stock-pens were 
arranged in a grid formation. Wide tracks between them left plenty of room for the people and 
their bonded and mutts to pass.  
     Morning rain gave the cobbles a surface slick with slurry and smart algal scum.  
     �Hey, Janos!� he croaked, waving at a young bonded behind the Ritt stall. Janosofritt looked 
moribund: hooded eyes sunk deep into his pallid face. Just as he should: for much of the night 
the two friends had matched each other drink for drink.  
     The boy smiled, waved. He was good company, even if his fawning did verge on the outra-
geous. He was a good worker, too. 
     Henritt stepped behind the stall, eyeing the arrangements critically, gesturing at Janos or one 
of the mutts to refine the display.  
     Under the canopy he was sheltered from the rain, but there was no respite from the humid 
heat and the pervasive smells of the stock. He sat on a cushioned stool, ready to do business, 
ready to take his first serious steps in multiplying the clan�s wealth. 
     The Ritt delegation had brought samples of some of their best smart fibres to the Farsamy 
market. Their livelihood was founded on the fibre beds, the techniques for farming and moulding 
the smartstuff jealously guarded, passed down through the generations. Clans would travel for 
days and weeks to buy in stocks of Ritt fibre and its products: woven together, the fibres would 
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bond and scab over, forming waterproof sheeting that could be used for clothing, bottling and 
other containers; depending on the after-treatment, Ritt fibres could even be used in the construc-
tion of buildings, boats and carriages. The stock they would sell at Farsamy market would 
finance the trip and the purchases Henritt was to make; the longer-term deals and contracts 
initiated here were what really mattered. 
     Henritt had spent many such trips studying at the feet of his father, or Uncle Chardinritt. He 
was aware that he sometimes gave the impression of callowness, of disinterest even, but he was 
well-taught and his brain was sharp. He would not let the clan down. 

♦ 
Give him a mutt, any day! Mutts were straightforward in their loyalty and devotion: a good mutt 
could be nothing but obedient, after all. They didn�t have it in them to be condescending, to 
patronise their betters in the way that Pilofritt had perfected, to simultaneously obey their mas-
ter�s every word and yet undermine his standing in the company of equals.  
     And Janosofritt! The boy had loved it.  
     �Perhaps the finest you will find in all of the eastern provinces,� Henritt had told one cus-
tomer, allowing her to run the loose fibres through her hands, feel their quality. 
     �Most certainly the finest,� Pilofritt had chipped in, simultaneously defending the clan�s 
standing and undermining Henritt. He had been like that since the start of trading, and Janos had 
not even troubled to hide his delight each time the old bondsman had corrected Henritt.  
     By mid-morning Henritt had reached his limit. �I am going to inspect stock,� he said, address-
ing no-one in particular.  
     �I will accompany you, sir,� said Pil immediately.  
     �You do not trust me to choose wisely?� demanded Henritt.  
     �You are my master and superior, sir. I merely advise and help you to refine your judgement. 
It is my duty.� 
     Henritt met the old man�s gaze. Turning away, he plucked another jaggery stick from behind 
the stall and bit into it, enjoying the kick from the coarse palm-sugar snack. He knew Pil disap-
proved of such stimulants. He tossed the husk into the gutter for the street rats. Why should he 
care what the bondsman thought? Pil might be purebred, but he was no freeman.  
     He led the way into the heart of the market. Bodies pressed all around. The wealthier freemen 
wore fabrics made from Ritt smart-fibres, their poorer fellows and bonded in cottons and wool-
len cloaks.  
     Henritt knew that if he paused for Pil�s advice he would be told to explore the engineering 
stalls in the western quadrant. The Ritt clan might be blessed with the source for some of the 
finest raw materials in the region, but innovations in their uses came from other quarters. There 
would be gadgetry and clever devices aplenty in the western quadrant, but the real trade there 
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was in talent and forging longer-term partnerships: talented engineers to be recruited to the clan; 
innovative clans with which to construct alliances.  
     But Henritt was young and, he would readily admit, easily bored. His older brother Willemritt 
was the one who had been groomed in the mystical techniques of fibre production and it was 
Willemritt who was obsessive about the clan�s product. Henritt was smarter than that. He knew 
that the real power lay in marketing and politicking. Let Will bury his head in the fibre vats day 
and night! It was Henritt who came to town, Henritt who saw the sights and met the people from 
outside the clan�s small world. 
     And he knew exactly what would please his father, Kymeritt, far more than any exotic 
gadgetry. �Okay, Pil,� he said. �Where�s the livestock?� 

♦ 
They were chained by the ankle to loops bolted to the cobbles. Thirty, forty, perhaps. The smell 
was almost overpowering: faeces and urine but, more than anything, a booming, musky body 
odour. It made Henritt wish it was still raining, something to wash some of the stench out of the 
air.  
     He stood before a group of five males. They varied in height from one that barely reached 
Henritt�s chin to one that towered over the others, like a mighty tree amid saplings. Despite the 
variation in body size, they looked as if they were all from the same stock: flat faces with almost 
no nose at all, wide mouths that split open to reveal even teeth in an expression more nervous 
than threatening. Their fur was thick, matted, starting above the eyes and extending over the head 
and down across the upper part of the body where it became thick and tangled, like the pelt of a 
goat.  
     �Janos would like them, no?� said Henritt, half-turning to address Pil. The bondsman chuck-
led, then looked pointedly downwards. Henritt reached over the stock fence with his crop and 
flicked at the loincloth of one of the mutts. �Ah,� he said. �I see.� They�d been gelded. �I�m sure 
he could find a use for one, even so.�  
     The beasts had good broad backs and shoulders. They might be worth the reserve price. Pil 
put a gentle hand on his arm, shook his head. �Good stock don�t need gelding,� he said. �They 
must have needed calming. Probably wild stock�didn�t want �em rutting.� 
     Henritt nodded. It paid to be careful. Most of the mutts he had known were, by their nature, 
obedient, hard-working. But he knew that many were flawed in some way: sickly, untrustworthy, 
malignant. Imbuto was the term they used: superficially healthy, but harbouring corruption in the 
core. His father would not thank him for bringing imbuto stock into the clan. 
     A herd of piggies in a nearby stall attracted his attention, squealing and chattering excitedly. 
One had blood smeared across its face, its features a curious mixture of hog and other. A street 
rat was dangling, twisting and writhing, from a mouth disturbingly human in form. The piggy bit 
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deep and the rat went limp. The beast tossed its head back and swallowed while all around the 
other piggies pushed and snapped and chattered in their singsong voices. As a child, Henritt had 
pretended to identify words in those voices, had imagined an entire language of piggery. The 
beasts were vile things but, bred true, they had a loyalty to humans ingrained in them as solid as 
that of any mutt. 
     Henritt took Pil�s arm and left the piggy stall behind. �I want something special for Father,� 
he said. A plaything, a toy that will ever remind him of his youngest son�s devotion and fitness to 
take on the clan�s affairs. �A gift.� 
     �The clan will be served well enough with the contracts we are negotiating today,� said the 
bondsman. �Gestures impress. Good business sense repays the faith your father has invested in 
you.� 
     �True,� said Henritt. �But I want to impress him, too.� 

♦ 
�You won�t find better than this one in a year of Farsamy markets,� said the trader. �Bids have 
already passed double the reserve price.� 
     Henritt smiled, nodding absently. This mutt was the best he had seen. A bitch, the top of her 
head barely reached his chin, but she was finely proportioned, the musculature solid around 
shoulder and thigh, but not too heavy. Her skin was a pale amber, furred with a light downy fluff 
that grew more thickly across chest and groin. She could almost have been human, but for the fur 
and the dark, dark eyes: black at the centre, fading to a glowing tan hue where the whites would 
normally have been. The hair on her head was dark, cut short to emphasise the evenness of her 
features.  
     He stepped close, reached for her mouth, pulled the lips apart to examine two even rows of 
teeth. Dugs firm, no sign of lumps or slackness. He turned her, checked for signs of rot or 
infestation; gestured with his crop for her to walk as far as her chains would allow. She moved 
well.  
     He glanced at Pilofritt. 
     �The bidding will go too high,� said the bondsman. �We have several of this breed already.� 
     �Ever the cautious one, eh, Pil?� Before Pil could respond, Henritt went on: �Father would 
enjoy her, don�t you think?� 
     The bondsman bowed his head. �He would be impressed,� he conceded. 

♦ 
When Henritt returned just after the middle of the day, someone had upped the bid. He was glad 
to be alone now, with Pil remaining at the Ritt stall. �I�ll match the price,� he told the trader. 
�And up by a tenth.� 
     Someone else was examining the bitch, pulling her about, pawing at her. The mutt stared 
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resolutely at a point above the woman�s head, waiting for her to finish.  
     There was something in this one�s look, her stance, that marked her as different, Henritt 
thought. A defiance, perhaps. Not a good thing in a mutt, but in this instance it raised her above 
the rest.  
     He went to her, studied her again. �Are you a talker?� he asked. Most mutts were dumb, at 
best communicating only with grunts and some simple pidgin. Some could be trained, though, he 
had heard. 
     She looked at him, parted her lips to expose her neat, off-white teeth. No sound passed her 
lips, though. Her expression lacked anything human and in that instant Henritt was struck by the 
animal nature of the thing he was buying for his father.  

♦ 
That night, he and Janosofritt celebrated a good day�s trading.  
     �Clan Coltar have confirmed orders through to hawksrise,� said Henritt. �Clans Treco and 
Willarmey, too.� 
     �And did Pil tell you of the deal he is negotiating with the Riverwalkers?� 
     Henritt put a hand on his friend�s arm. �He tells me everything,� he said. �I�m in charge, see? 
He has to tell me, doesn�t he?� The Riverwalkers were from an engineering enclave about ten 
days upstream from Farsamy. When Pil completed the negotiations they would supply bonded 
engineers to Clan Ritt in exchange for materials and protection.  
     So much business! After only a single day, the trip had already been a huge success.  
     And to complete his triumph, Henritt had managed to see off the rival bids and only an hour 
earlier he had taken the female mutt into the protection of his clan�s trade delegation. Now she 
was in a wagon at their lodgings. It had been a good day.  
     Just then, a girl at the bar caught his eye. She was plain, but well proportioned. He leaned 
even closer to Janos, nodded towards the girl. �Whaddya think?� 
     �I suppose you don�t have to look at the vat while you�re stirring the fibres,� said Janos. 
     Henritt clapped his friend on the back and stood, went across to the bar. It looked like being a 
promising night. 

♦ 
Back at the lodgings. Head aswim with drink and narcotics, Henritt leaned on a doorframe to 
steady himself.  
     He�d come back alone. Janos was still out there with some whitewood salesman he�d met 
earlier in the day. Wendoftenka, the girl at the bar, had been fun, had rutted like the world was 
about to end, but had to get back to her lodgings before her clanfolk came looking for her.  
     So here he was, drugged and sexed out, end of a long day�why didn�t he just go on up to 
that feathered mattress the clan was paying for? 
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     Their wagons and carriages were out back. This was where their mutts slept, under the shelter 
of the clan�s vehicles. The new one�she was still inside one of the wagons.  
     His eyes were already adjusted to the dark, but inside it was even gloomier.  
     He knew where she was from the sounds she made: feet on floor, breathing.  
     �It�s okay,� he said. �Just checking.� 
     He could make out her shape now, backed into the farthest corner, hands held in front of her 
as if to protect herself. �No touch,� she gasped. 
     �You speak?�  
     Her voice was quiet, the words strangely formed.  
     �Good girl work hard. No touch.� 
     He couldn�t place the accent. �Where are you from?� he asked. Then, �You hometown,� he 
added, trying to remember how to talk pidgin. 
     �No touch,� she repeated. And, again, he was struck by the animal in the human, the human 
in the animal, of her nature.  
     He backed out, locked the door, pissed long and hard against the wheel of the wagon, then 
made his way inside the lodging house. 

♦ 
He dreamed of her, the bitch, although by morning all that lingered were a few fleeting images, 
startling in their mundanity. A half-formed image of her backed into a dark corner: No touch. 
Her easy, rolling gait as he had led her back to the lodging house after his successful purchase. 
Dark eyes: brown on tan, as if cast in resin.  
     He ate fleshfruit on the way to the market, drank copiously from the bottle Janos carried, 
trying to clear his head for the day�s trading and negotiations. He thought, again, of Wendof-
tenka, heard her cries repeated in his head. He wondered if he would see her again today, tonight. 
He felt suddenly reinvigorated, ready for the day and night to come, for the triumphant return to 
Rittasan the day after. 
 

II. Rittasan 
 
Clans Coltar, Treco, Willarmey, Tenka, Beshuzami�Henritt stood back, allowed Pilofritt to 
recount the long list of settlements they had made at Farsamy. He took the opportunity to ob-
serve Kymeritt Ofkardamy. His father was attentive, the clan head absorbing the success of the 
trade delegation with customary efficiency.  
     But he was drawn�like a child with a new toy, a new pet. He wanted to investigate the goods 
they had purchased, the bladderpumps grown by a new technique developed by Clan Treco, the 
quickfibres harvested from wild, imbuto-tainted beds in the far west�a new germ-line of much 
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promise. He wanted to talk to the four Riverwalker engineers, now bonded to Clan Ritt. Their 
expertise and innovation would be a valuable addition to the clan�s production base.  
     And yet, as Henritt had known, he was drawn more than anything to the mutt they had named 
Taneye. Now�now that Pilofritt had run out of momentum, Kymeritt circled her, checking her 
over for corruption, for signs of ill health. 
     �She is well-muscled,� said Henritt. Sometimes it paid to state the obvious. �The cleanest 
mutt in Farsamy. She is docile�no sign of any taint. Speaks a little pidgin. I think she will work 
well alongside Stutter and the others in the fibre pods.� 
     �We don�t really need any more in the pods, or elsewhere, for that matter,� said Kymeritt. 
�But yes, she looks like good stock. Sedge can isolate her until we know she�s clean, then you 
can supervise her training. Pilofritt tells me you paid far too much for her.� 
     Henritt nodded. �Nearly twice the appropriate rate,� he admitted. �Clan Beshuzami saw me as 
a naïve and foolish trader to pay so much over the odds. Their swagger made it far easier for me 
to negotiate such a good rate for the fibre contract we arranged with them the following day. And 
anyway, I thought you would like her.� 
     Kymeritt barked a short laugh and put an arm around his son�s shoulders. �You are a Ritt 
through and through, my boy,� he said.  

♦ 
�She haunts me,� he confessed. �In my dreams, my waking thoughts. People talk. I heard Janos 
this morning, gossiping with Sedge. He said I�m losing my grip, that my balls must be bigger 
than my brain.� 
     He was half-dreaming now, drifting in the lucid-trance induced by Oracle�s all-enveloping 
pherotropic mist.  
     The Ritt Oracle was discreetly tucked away on an overgrown island halfway down the 
stepped terrace of their main paddyfield area. It was approached along a narrow, raised track, 
either side fringed by bamboo and tall rushes with rice lagoons beyond. Oracle itself was a fleshy 
dome, its skin pocked with throbbing veins and grossly bulging tumours, with tangles of vine 
and creeper heaped high across its arched roof. Some said Oracle had formed the island itself, as 
silt accreted around its deeply rooted neural network of smartfibres.  
     Now Henritt sat cross-legged in Oracle�s inner cavity, the entranceway sealed over, the only 
light glowing redly through Oracle�s fleshy walls. The only sounds, apart from his own voice, 
were the liquid rushings in Oracle�s vascular system, the steady, low boom of its hearts.  
     Oracle spoke, its melancholy tones so intimate it might be communicating directly with 
Henritt�s mind. �You are young and free. There is no shame in what you say.� 
     �She�s a mutt!� 
     A new scent, a musky, sweaty, after-sex thing, subduing him, placating him. �Mutts are 
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human too.� 
     �But�tainted�corrupted.� 
     He�d been supervising Taneye�s training, as his father had instructed. Making sure Sedge 
didn�t treat the newcomer too harshly�he knew how territorial the mutts could sometimes be.  
     Supervising too closely, Janos had said this morning. Too attentively. 
     �You could keep the mutt as a plaything.� 
     But�he was fearful of what may follow. �I can�t get her out of my head.� 
     Another change in atmosphere, in intensity. �The mutt: she has been isolated?� 
     He nodded, shying away from the implication of Oracle�s words.  
     �But you have been monitoring her progress closely?� 
     �She�s clean! No sign of taint.� 
     �Except in your thoughts, your dreams. Perhaps your affliction runs deeper than mere adoles-
cent urges.� 
     Oracle was toying with him, he realised. Trying to frighten him, and succeeding. �No,� he 
said decisively. �I am healthy. I am clean. The mutt has not tainted me!� 
     �And, like any young purebred man, your balls are sometimes bigger than your brain.� 
     He was about to reply but stopped himself, recognising Oracle�s wisdom, its manipulation of 
his reasoning so that he could see himself as he was: a randy young man, no more. He smiled, 
bowed his head, was thankful again for Oracle�s presence among them. 

♦ 
He wanted to be alone with his thoughts, but instead he encountered Pilofritt and Janosofritt 
where the track from Oracle joined the main track from the paddies into Rittasan. He could tell 
immediately that they knew where he had been, and why he had needed to consult Oracle.  
     He met the two bonded�s looks steadily. Janosofritt�s smirk was irritating enough, but Pi-
lofritt�s casual arrogance was infuriating. �Do you not think that you should show me some 
respect?� Henritt demanded. 
     Pil paused�through insolence, rather than hesitance�and in that time his eyes never left 
Henritt�s. �I am a bondsman,� he said, finally. �Not a mutt. Unthinking subservience is ingrained 
in mutts, but not in me. You are my master and I am bonded to your clan, but my respect is 
something you must earn, just as your father has done.� 
     In that instant, in Pil�s defiance and Janos� amusement, Henritt saw himself as others did. 
Perhaps it was a clarity of vision retained from the pherotropic atmosphere of Oracle�s interior, 
perhaps it was simply the attainment of a final level of insight. Now he finally understood that in 
others� eyes he was immature, a fool, a source of amusement and ridicule.  
     He pushed past the two bondsmen and stalked towards the settlement. He was angry without 
understanding where to direct his wrath, within or without; his head was hurting, a result of his 
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anger and the after-effects of Oracle�s intimacy. And he was mightily embarrassed. 
     Back in Rittasan things were no better. He saw accusation, ridicule, in people�s eyes. Where 
before he would have seen admiration and respect, now he saw that they humoured him, laughed 
at him, undermined him with their gossip and rumour. 
     He came to the low arched building where they dormed a lot of the clan�s mutts.  
     With barely a thought, he pulled the door aside and passed within. He turned automatically to 
the left, eyes coming to rest on the cubicle at the far end where Taneye spent most of her time. 
The flap was open, but the figure within was not the mutt he had bought. He looked more closely 
and saw that it was Calig, a male mutt he and Willemritt had played with as children.  
     The mutt was sitting on the floor, rocking back and forth as if demented. When he looked up, 
Henritt saw immediately what must have happened. �What did you do?� he demanded of the 
creature.  
     There was pain and confusion in Calig�s eyes. �Pretty one,� he said, in his stumbling pidgin. 
�Pretty one done run out this place.� 
     Again: �What did you do?� 
     Calig�s hand reached down under his loincloth and tugged at his genitals. He smiled now. 
�Calig want pretty one make manthing happy.� Then he stopped smiling, let his hand fall away. 
�Pretty one done hit Calig. Pretty one done run out this place.� 
     �Which way?� Even to his own ears Henritt�s voice sounded pitiful, the desperation painful to 
hear. �Which way pretty one done run?� 
 

III. Genetopia 
 
He had been on the road for some considerable time before realisation dawned on him. This was 
the first time he had ventured beyond Rittasan unaccompanied, a purebred human on his own in 
the wildlands between clan territories.  
     What was he doing? What was it that had stolen into his thoughts and drawn him into such a 
rash course of action? 
     He paused, looked all around. To one side of the track, pink canes as thick as his thigh 
loomed high, forming a near-impenetrable barrier between Henritt and the jungle. They looked 
like bellycane, but he could not be sure. Here in the wildlands, so much that looked familiar was 
impure, corrupt.  
     To the other side of the track, ragged thorn bushes and clumps of tall grass clustered tightly, 
as if stacked one on the other. What looked like thicket oaks towered over the bushes, multiple 
rubbery trunks bursting from the undergrowth in groups of six and twelve. Up in the canopy, 
bunches of meat fruit hung and, camouflaged against the leaves, a small party of tree martens 
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grazed.  
     He had left without thought, without even pause to gather provisions. He was thirsty, but did 
not dare pluck any of the fleshfruit from nearby branches. He had simply rushed from Rittasan in 
the direction indicated by poor, distraught Calig. The mutt could not be blamed: it was in his 
nature to respond to Taneye�s powerful sexual signals, just as it was in his nature to be patheti-
cally subservient to all purebred humans. He was only a mutt. 
     Henritt continued on his way. With dense jungle to either side, she must have stayed on the 
track. She could not be far ahead. They would both be back in Rittasan before nightfall. 

♦ 
But with the sun swollen and red above the hills, Henritt had still not found her. Already, he had 
crossed several junctions where he might easily have guessed wrong; the jungle all around was 
thinner, too�she might even have left the track altogether. If she was scared then that might be a 
likely option. 
     She was lost, he realised. All he could hope was that she would eventually find her way back 
to Rittasan on her own.  
     Yet still, he was drawn onwards, unable to abandon hope.  
     Ahead, he heard voices. He was sure they were voices and not mere animal babble. Perhaps 
these people would have seen Taneye, perhaps she was even with them.  
     Pil and Janos may think of him as an object of ridicule, but he was no fool. He approached 
cautiously. These were the wildlands, after all.  
     There was a small group of travellers, resting at another junction. Henritt recognised this 
place from his journeys to Farsamy: he had only ever taken the fork to the left before. The 
travellers were wearing poor clothing, coarse fabrics that may have been woven from the wool of 
the goats they had staked by the roadside. There were three men, five women and seven children, 
from toddler to a rangy adolescent girl.  
     The men were bearded and all of them looked hardened to the world, but they looked to be 
purebred humans, although not from any clan he knew. Itinerant craftspeople, he guessed from 
the wagon stacked high with what looked like bales of fabric. Weavers travelling from market to 
market. There were many such bands in the region, he knew; they called regularly at Rittasan, 
knowing it to be a wealthy settlement. It was a peaceable, domestic scene before him. 
     He emerged from cover and approached the junction in the open, careful to hold his hands 
freely at his sides to show that he posed no threat. When he saw that they had seen him he raised 
a hand, palm held flat towards them, a universal gesture of amicable greeting.  
     As he came closer to them he saw that they looked puzzled by his appearance, more than 
anything. He was an unexpected sight, he supposed: a purebred human, travelling alone.  
     �Greetings,� he said, lowering his hand. He did not know what language they would speak, 
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but it would be an insult to address them in pidgin. �I wonder if you can help me?� 
     He saw that one of the women was not looking directly at him, but rather at a point just over 
his shoulder. He paused, half-turned to glance behind him. 
     The girl, the tall, gangling, adolescent one, had doubled up on him, emerging from the bushes 
with a brutal-looking club raised above her head. She laughed when she knew he had seen her, 
then rushed at him and swung the club down towards his face.  
     He raised an inadequate arm to fend off the blow.  
     The girl was still laughing when he hit the ground, lay there unable to move, senses drifting, 
floating away like in a lucid-trance, blackness spreading, enveloping� 

♦ 
Voices woke him. Not human. Not mutt. Voices punctuated by moist snuffling sounds. 
     He was cold, his body slick with moisture�blood or water, he was not sure. He tried to move 
and felt a sudden stabbing pain in his chest, his ribs.  
     He opened his eyes and saw that it was still light. Perhaps it was morning now and he had 
spent the night unconscious. He drifted. 
     The snuffling sound again. Then something cold, wet, sharp with bristles, pressing against his 
face. He opened his eyes and saw frighteningly human eyes staring back at him over a wide 
snout. There was fear: the beast squealed, spraying him with spittle, and backed away with a 
hammering of feet.  
     He remembered the piggies from Farsamy market, toying with a street rat they had caught. 
This beast�there was a lot of piggy in it, but there was other stuff too: the disturbing eyes, the 
long canine fangs protruding from its wide mouth, the sleek fur on its body, rising to a tufty crest 
along nape and upper back. A true beast of the wildlands, malignant and corrupt as anything he 
had ever seen. 
     The fear had been temporary, an artefact of surprise that was rapidly departing. The thing 
took a step towards him again.  
     He was naked, he realised. The travellers had beaten him and stripped him of all that he 
possessed and left him to the wilderness.  
     He made himself sit, scrabbled about in the leafmould for anything that might serve as a 
weapon.  
     He was in some kind of clearing in the jungle. The travellers must have dumped him some-
where away from the track. 
     His hands closed on a stick, but it was soft to the core, rotten. He looked around for possible 
escape routes.  
     And that was when he saw that there was more than just one of these mutant boars. There was 
another adult nearby, standing crookedly to support its heavily goitred neck, and beyond it two 
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smaller, possibly younger beasts.  
     He returned his attention to the nearest boar and abruptly, a stick emerged from its left eye-
socket. No�not emerged: planted itself in the thing�s eye. The shaft of an arrow! 
     The beast took an age to realise what had happened. It stood, rooted to the spot, tipped its 
head slightly, as if puzzled, then shook vigorously. It raised a front leg, pawed at the ground, 
tried to step forward and staggered to its front knees. Then it groaned, a disturbing, near-human 
sound, and finally it sagged to the ground. 
     The other boars stared for a drawn-out moment then, emitting brief, startled squeals, turned 
and stampeded out of the clearing. 
     Henritt slumped, releasing the breath he had been holding.  
     A man stepped out from the trees, tall and bald with bulging eyes. He wore many layers of 
rough clothing, made from animal skins, coarse-woven fabric and stripped, braided leaves. There 
was a bow slung at his shoulder and a heavy pack on his back.  
     He stood over Henritt, studying his pathetic form. 
     �I expect you have a story to entertain me over a pork supper, eh?� He laughed, turned to the 
boar and started to work his arrow free. 

♦ 
The man, who called himself Cedar without claiming any clan allegiance, was not alone. He 
introduced his companion as Herrel. She looked to Henritt like a mutt, with densely matted hair 
across most of her visible features and a wide, animal mouth. She didn�t speak�couldn�t, 
according to Cedar. Illness had deprived her of the ability.  
     Henritt knew what kind of illness the man�s words implied: the corrupting illness, creeping 
into its victim�s core and twisting what it finds, transmuting, leaving human not-human and 
animal not-animal.  
     Now Herrel approached Henritt and he was suddenly aware of his nakedness before these two 
strangers.  
     �Let her heal you,� said Cedar. �The imbuto have talents your kind ignore: the inner change is 
not always malignant.� 
     She had a wad of chewed leaves in her hands, some kind of herbal poultice. She pushed them 
against Henritt�s chest, where the skin was torn and puffy. Pain tore through his ribcage and he 
fought to stop himself crying aloud. It subsided rapidly, and a numbness spread through his side.  
     �Thank you,� he gasped.  
     And all the time, Cedar worked at the dead boar, stripping back its hide and carving chunks of 
meat from its body. He had lit a fire and already strips of pork were cooking, suspended in the 
flames from skewers stuck in the ground. 
     The man looked at him patiently. He had asked for Henritt�s story and so now, falteringly, 
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Henritt started to talk, of Farsamy, of Taneye, of Rittasan and his father. Soon his words flowed 
more freely. It was like confessing to Oracle again, seeking advice from the ancient one.  
     As he talked, Cedar rummaged in one of the packs he and Herrel carried, emerging with a 
coarse cape. He handed it to Henritt as his story was nearing its end. 
     �I�I have nothing with which to pay you,� he said. 
     Cedar shrugged, dismissing the matter. �Your obsession with this mutt, this Taneye,� he said. 
�From what you say it does not sound like a natural thing, an infatuation. You had little chance 
of finding her out here and yet you still tried: your senses must have been clouded, corrupted. It 
sounds to me as if you have had a lucky escape, in more ways than the obvious. You still intend 
to seek her out?� 
     He felt the desperation again, but it was less intense. He shook his head. �I don�t think so. She 
has gone and it is probably good that she has gone.� 
     �She was not the normal true-breeding mutt, in any case.� 
     Cedar�s words had a certainty that surprised Henritt and for a moment he wondered how this 
man could say such a thing. 
     �What do you mean?� 
     �It�s inbred in a mutt that it should always be subservient to any purebred human: they can�t 
help it. If your Taneye was of true stock then she would not have been capable of running away 
from her master. The fact that she fled proves that she was not pure, that she was tainted.� 
     There was a sudden bitterness in the man�s words.  
     �You�?� 
     Cedar nodded. �I have seen everything, experienced it all. I was once a purebred just like you, 
and then I fell ill with a fever that stole my humanity away, corrupted me, wiped what I was and 
left me as I am: tainted and impure. I am imbuto. Is it so bad?� 
     He took a skewer from the ground, held it out towards Henritt.  
     Henritt hesitated, then reached out and took the strip of pork from the skewer and stuffed it 
hungrily into his mouth. 
     Later, Henritt said, �If Taneye was dangerous, then surely Pilofritt would have known? My 
father, even. Why did they not do anything?� 
     �Maybe they don�t like you,� said Cedar. �Or maybe they were testing you to see how you 
would handle the situation.� 
     He wondered what he would do when he returned, how he would handle this kind of knowl-
edge. 
     �I will not forgive them,� he said. 
     �Does it matter?� asked Cedar. �Your kind always regard yourself as the freest of the free and 
yet you are bound by your self-imposed position. I remember exactly what it is like. Now, for the 
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first time in your life, you are truly free. You don�t have to return to Rittasan. You can do 
whatever you like.� 
     That hadn�t occurred to Henritt. He had just assumed that he must return. He settled back, 
comfortable in the heat of the fire. He could decide in the morning. 

♦ 
Henritt pulled the cape tightly around himself, keeping the steady rain from his naked body. 
Cedar had shown him more kindness than he had ever known�and that from a man who had 
lost everything. 
     As he entered Rittasan, he was aware of the stares, the comments. He must look odd, frighten-
ing even, clad only in a rough-woven cape, his face so sore it must be heavily bruised despite 
Herrel�s poultices. 
     He straightened his back and kept walking. Let them stare. 
     He could have done as Cedar had suggested: left all this behind him, looked for a fresh start. 
But he had resisted the temptation to run. This was his home and these were his people�good, 
bad and everything in between. This was where he belonged. 
     He saw Pilofritt and nodded. The bondsman studied him with narrowed eyes. Finally, the old 
man dipped his head, looking away. Things would be different now. 
     Henritt smiled grimly. He was a changed person�stronger, now. Not tainted, just different. 
     In a world where traits migrated from species to species, carried by plague and fever, where 
people were judged on what could be divined of their breeding�in a world like this any trans-
formation was a frightening thing. But also, he now understood, it was a natural progression. 
     He had become a different person and he was learning to embrace the change. �FO 
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en Rousseau blamed his grandfather, and there were times when he could almost 
forget how much he loved that damned old man. 
�Two burgers, one with fries, and a strawberry shake.� Sonya�s weary, Russian-

accented voice brought him out of his musing for a moment. She tried, vainly, to blow an errant 
strand of red-brown hair out of her eyes. Ken watched as the moon�s gravity pulled it gently back 
down again. 
     He did the things he needed to do with the various soy products to fill the order and tried to 
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figure out how to tell Sonya he was leaving for Mars. 
     He could, of course, quote the scene in his grandfather�s book, Into the Red, where Rock, the 
intrepid explorer, tells his true love, Stella, that his destiny was calling him to meet the menace 
from beyond Pluto to save Stella and the American Way from indescribable horrors. Or, maybe 
he could use the part of Galaxy of Terror where Griff van Ahn has to tell his true love, Gretchen, 
that his destiny was calling him to save Gretchen and the American Way from pretty graphic, but 
nonetheless describable, horrors. 
     Ken shook his head. Not that he could ever dislodge his grandfather�s influence from his 
thoughts, but he could at least try and move it to the back of his mind. 
     Bud Schuyler had been a science fiction writer. Not a star, but good enough to make a living 
at it. That meant that a lot of people thought he didn�t really have a job. So when his widowed 
daughter, Kay, needed a baby sitter when Ken was born, she, rather recklessly, Ken felt, placed 
her baby in Bud�s care while she worked a couple of jobs to support the two of them. 
     He slid a couple of plates through the window. �Orders up.� Sonya took the plates, pausing to 
give him a smile that said, �I love you and I�m tired and but not so tired that when we get home I 
won�t�� 
     Ken forced himself not to continue with his interpretation of her smile. He was leaving, 
moving on, and thinking those thoughts might make him want to stay. 
     And would that be so bad? 
     He was on the moon, after all. He�d gotten off Earth, just as his grandfather made him want to 
do. That had been easy. Too easy, really. That should have been a clue. There was his mom, of 
course, holding him around the ankles, trying to keep his feet planted firmly on the ground. And 
there was Juanita. Soft, and warm and brown Juanita, holding him by some other part. But he�d 
been itching to go his whole life. He couldn�t even wait to learn the things his grandfather told 
him he�d need, the math and the science and so on. If he didn�t go, he might not ever get off the 
planet. He figured he could learn the other stuff later, after he got settled. 
     He had to go, he�d spent his whole life building up the potential energy to lift him off the 
Earth. Energy that that damned old man had poured into him, with the bedtime stories he read 
and the rocket mobiles he�d hung over Ken�s crib and the pictures on his walls and�What kind 
of lunatic plays Sun Ra�s Space is the Place as a lullaby, for Christ�s sake? 
     �Look up there, Ken,� the old man would say. �Look at the moon. Isn�t it beautiful? Doesn�t 
it look close enough to touch? Can you touch it, Ken? Reach. Go ahead, reach for it. Oh, almost. 
Try again. Stretch. Jump. Oh, so close. If you keep trying, I just know you can grab that old 
moon. And if you can grab the moon, you can pull yourself up and touch the stars.� 
     What chance did he have, listening to shit like that all his life? 
     His mother tried to fight her father�s influence. If it had been up to her, she would have made 
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him a farmer, digging into the Earth and growing roots. There wasn�t much farming going on in 
downtown Albany, though, so she pushed him along a nearby path. He became a chef. A good 
one, he admitted to himself. And he enjoyed it. Much more fun than physics and calculus and the 
things his grandfather wanted him to learn. 
     His mother died a couple of years after he got to Luna. He used to feel like it was his fault. He 
ripped a chunk out of her when he left Earth, and it was too big a piece for her to go on without 
for long. He used to blame himself, but it was really that damned old man. 
     He remembered the first time he won a cooking contest. His grandfather had been happy for 
him, even put off a book signing for him, but his mother was much more than happy. �That 
damned old man didn�t win, did he, Kenny? You can�t make a soufflé out of stardust and moon 
rocks, can you?� 
     He�d shrugged. He�d always known that his mother had spent her life competing against outer 
space and aliens. Her father was trying to make a living, a reputation, as a writer. A lot of times, 
that meant not being there for Kay when she needed him, or wanted him. 
     But he was always there for Ken. 
     He was the only one to come to see Ken leave for the moon. His mother refused to watch him 
board the shuttle, wouldn�t even acknowledge he was going. But his grandfather stood alongside 
the tarmac, grinning as if it was his dream coming true. �Damn you,� Ken said as he marched 
purposefully past him, thinking about Juanita�s tears, his mother�s pleas. What right did that 
damned old man have to foist his dreams on Ken, to force Ken to leave the Earth, his girlfriend, 
his mother and everything he�d ever known, just to satisfy his own yearning? His grandfather 
just laughed and waved and said, �Bye, Ken. Have a nice time. Don�t forget to write.� As Ken 
glared at him, he caught sight of the moon in the sky behind him. Suddenly, he felt like a kid on 
Christmas morning who sees the bike he�s wanted for a whole year, wrapped up and waiting for 
him under the tree. He laughed, too, winked at his grandfather and set off for his new home. 
     Sonya came into the kitchen, loosing her hair from the net she wore while working. �Well, 
that should be it for today.� She looked around. �Hey, you haven�t even started cleaning up yet.� 
     Ken started guiltily. �I�m sorry, babe. I guess I�ve just been daydreaming. You go on home. 
I�ll take care of things around here.� He grabbed the scraper and began to clean the grill. 
     Sonya just stood there. �What�s going on, Ken?  There�s something on your mind, isn�t there? 
Are you getting tired of me?� 
     �No. Of course not.� He tried a smile that probably looked more like a wince. He started to 
speak a couple of times before finally blurting out, �I�m going to Mars.� 
     Her almond-shaped brown eyes got shiny and her voice got small. �For how long?� 
     He took a step toward her but did not try to touch her. �Why don�t we wait until we get home 
to talk about this?� 
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     �Forever?� 
     �Forever is such a long time,� he said, shaking his head. �I don�t want to go, Sonya, I have 
to.� He looked into her eyes. �It�s not my fault. It�s that damned old man. He made me need the 
moon and the planets and the stars. His stories poisoned me. I can�t be happy here, even with 
you. I spent my life trying to reach the moon because I thought it would be some magical place, 
full of wonders and adventures. Well, I�m here, and mostly I don�t even notice anymore. I have 
bills to pay, customers to please and suppliers to deal with. I�m underground. The stars have 
become a vague memory and space is just where all our air will go if we have a leak.� 
     �But I don�t want to go to Mars.� 
     He realized he hadn�t even asked her. His grandfather�s heroes had always gone on alone. In 
Beyond the Stars, Jim Prentiss had left his fiancé at the altar when the Space Patrol called. Did he 
love Sonya? He guessed he did, but� But what? Maybe he wasn�t capable of loving anyone or 
anything but the stars. Maybe she just wasn�t Delia, Princess of the Spaceways. Maybe it was 
that she was where he was and not where he was going. 
     Because he was going. He could picture his grandfather in his imagination, already on Mars, 
calling to him, reaching out his hand to draw Ken further from Earth, his crazy smile inviting 
Ken to join some escapade he�d dreamed up. How could Ken be happy on the Earth or on the 
moon when there was another step to take, another leap to make? 
     �I�m sorry, Sonya.� 

♦ 
That damned old man was at it again. 
     Ken thought he was out of his grandfather�s reach, thought he�d wrapped himself in enough 
layers of protective stability to ward off his pernicious spells and incantations. 
     Mars had been magic. It was more of a frontier than the moon, past the preliminary stages of 
exploration, but still new. There were still things to learn about the planet, still the shadowy 
hope, at least in the backs of people�s minds, that maybe they�d find some sort of life. 
     �Hey, Dad.� Seth was a precocious seven year old, with his mother�s straight black hair and 
Ken�s blue eyes. He was waving a book as he charged into the cafeteria. �This stuff about 
Europa is totally wrong. Was Bud Schuyler really your grandfather? How come you let him 
write this?� 
     �For one thing, he wrote it before I was born. And for another thing, you�re getting dust all 
over everything. You know you�re supposed to walk slowly enough for the field to clean you off 
before you come in here.� Ken was glad Seth thought his grandfather�s books were funny. No 
chance that the boy would be infected as he was. �Go out and come back in, and then clean up 
the mess you�ve made. People have to eat here, you know.� 
     Mars was home. It was as far as humans had gone. Sure, there were missions to the outer 
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planets and their moons, but those were for the scientists and explorers, men and women with 
degrees, not hash slingers like Ken. He felt he could relax, even put down the roots his mother 
had tried to plant so long ago on another world. 
     Yvonne was a climatologist. While Ken had had dreams of Mars, she had dreams for Mars. 
She was going to make Mars livable, or at least get it started in that direction. Her dreams were 
practical, possible, but no less exciting than his. Ken got swept up in her dreams, in her. His job 
serving food led to getting his own place, which became the place where the colonists gathered 
to exchange news and gossip, and just share each other�s company. Ken became a sort of honor-
ary mayor of the settlement, and that led to his being the actual mayor when they got around to 
needing one. Then Yvonne got pregnant and Ken was happier than he had ever been in his whole 
life. 
     Seth whooshed through the dining area and into the kitchen, then came out again with both 
hands full of food. �Hey, Dad,� he said around a mouthful of something. �Did you hear about the 
interstellar ship they�re going to build?  They�re going to make it right here on Mars.� There was 
pride in his voice. 
     Yeah, Ken had heard about the ship. He�d heard his grandfather laughing every time they 
discussed it in the bar. Another world. Another sun. Ken�s head swam. It couldn�t be true, please 
don�t let it be true. He didn�t know who or what he was praying to, but he felt like he had to grab 
hold of something to keep from being torn from his home yet again. 
     He looked up through the clear dome of the restaurant. All those stars, waiting for him, 
singing to him, shouting to him. Then he looked at Seth, who smiled with his mouth still full and 
said, �I have to go to Joshua�s now,� and ran out, leaving his smile with Ken. 
     Ken had gone to a banquet with his grandfather once. Bud got an award honoring his lifetime 
achievements in his field. He spoke about dreams becoming realities, how writers describe what 
might be so others can make what will be. And he looked right at Ken. That damned old man. In 
front of all those people he said that he hoped that Ken would be one of the ones to live the life 
among the stars that he could only imagine. Everyone looked at Ken. They grinned at him and 
nodded at him and gave him a thumb�s up. They wanted him to go, too. They were all just as bad 
as his grandfather. 
     And now the stars were opening up, and he could feel all those writers pushing at him, 
thrusting him out of the solar system. 
     �What�s so interesting up there?� Yvonne slipped her arm around him and put her head next 
to his, looking up through the dome with him. 
     �Nothing. There�s nothing interesting. I just thought I saw a ding in the shield, that�s all. I 
didn�t, though. So there�s nothing there.� He realized he spoke too loudly. 
     Yvonne looked at him for a little while, then shrugged. �Okay, there�s nothing there. Have 
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you seen Seth?  I told him to meet me here.� 
     �He was here, for about a nanosecond, then he shot off again. To Joshua�s, I think. Why? 
What�s up?� 
     �Well, I was going to tell you both at the same time, but maybe it�s better this way.� She 
looked like she was going to break out in a smile that would cover her whole face, then she did. 
�We�re going to have another baby!� 
     Ken felt a dozen emotions, took a look at them and decided the dominant one was relief. How 
could he leave for the stars if Yvonne was going to have another baby? �That�s great!� He 
hugged her, picking her up and twirling her around. �That�s the best news I�ve heard since the 
last time you told me you love me.� 
     That night, drinks were on Ken. He divided his time between out-doing himself in the kitchen 
and laughing with his friends in the bar. It was more than a celebration for him, it was a libera-
tion. He was free not to leave. Oh, the stars would still call him, but he would put the call on 
hold. He had ties to Mars and he was staying put. 
     Not that he hadn�t had ties before. His mother had tried to tether him to the Earth, and there 
had been Sonya on the moon, but that damned old man was always busy sawing away at the 
ropes. Now his grandfather was dead, and maybe his saw was finally getting a little dull. 
     �No, shit, Bud Schuyler was your grandfather?  I used to love his stuff.� Ken was drinking a 
beer with a visitor. �I guess you could say that he sort of inspired me to get involved with space, 
and rockets and stuff.� The visitor smiled the kind of smile people usually did when they said 
such things, as if he were just a bit embarrassed to admit it. 
     A little drunk, Ken let the guy believe that Ken shared his enthusiasm, while thinking that 
what they really shared was the fact that they�d both been infected by the same disease spread by 
contact with his grandfather�s books and stories. 
     The guy stuck out his hand. �My name�s Jack Yamura, by the way. I own part of the company 
that�s going to build that ship to Centauri.� He took a long pull from his beer and looked at Ken 
thoughtfully. �You know, people on interstellar voyages have got to eat, too. Why don�t you 
come with us? Remember The Night That Lasted a Hundred Years? You would be like Billy.� 
     That damned old man struck again. �Except Billy was a teenager and a stowaway. I�m thirty 
four and I hope you wouldn�t make me hide in a locker.� 
     Yamura laughed, �No, we�d even let you have your own room and not have to share with old 
Doc Lamont, the drunken surgeon.� He got serious. �But we really could use somebody to 
handle the commissary. You�ve got the experience and, hell, you�re Bud Schuyler�s grandson.� 
He got up and reached in a pocket. �Here�s my card. It�s got my office info and where I�m 
staying on it. Come on over to see me so we can talk about this when we haven�t been drinking. 
I�m not going to change my mind, though. I want you to come. And you know your grandfather 
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would want you to come, too.� 
     There was no question about that. The question was whether what Ken wanted counted for 
anything. 
     Not that his grandfather had ever really kept him from what he wanted. He never tried to 
make him become a physicist or an astronomer or cyberneticist, or whatever. When Ken wanted 
to be a chef, his grandfather didn�t try to talk him out of it. In fact, now that he thought about it, 
his grandfather had always supported him in everything he�d wanted to do. But wasn�t it his 
grandfather that made him want what he wanted?  And just exactly what did he want, anyway? 
     There was no doubt that he wanted to go on to the next world, the next sun. There would 
always be a part of him that needed to find out what was over the horizon, just as his ancestors 
had done on Earth. 
     But he was happy on Mars, damn it. Wasn�t he?  Of course he was. He truly loved Yvonne, 
with her long hair and her dark eyes that held more warmth for him than a thousand stars. He 
loved Seth, wanted to be around to hold him when he cried, and smile with him when he laughed 
and teach him the things he thought he should know. And now there would be an new baby, a 
part of Yvonne and a part of him and he would love that child as much as he loved Seth. How 
could he leave?  
     How could he stay? 

♦ 
�Ken?  Who�s Jack Yamura?� Yvonne was holding the card Ken had left on his dresser. 
     This was it. She had a right to know. 
     �Uh, he�s just some guy I met at the bar last night.� 
     She looked at him in a wifely fashion. �Just some guy, huh? And I guess �Centauri Expedition 
Co., Inc., a division of Interstellar Visions� is just some company he works for?� 
     It was like the time his mother found his application for Lunar Ventures Corp. Only worse. 
His mother had every reason to anticipate his leaving, as much as she might have dreaded it. She 
was well aware of what that damned old man had done to him. But he thought he�d hidden all 
that from Yvonne pretty well. Which goes to show how much Ken knew about being married. 
     Before Ken could come up with any sort of meaningful reply, she said, �Honey, I know you. 
I�ve lived with you for nine years. I�ve seen the look on your face when somebody talks about 
Jupiter or Neptune. You fight it, I think you even convince yourself that you don�t want to go 
somewhere else in the solar system. But these people are going to another sun, and I�ve known 
for weeks that the temptation has been driving you crazy.� 
     �Well, not crazy, exactly�� 
     �Close enough. And if you haven�t been crazy, you�ve been driving me nuts. I try to talk to 
you, you�re lost in a dream where you�re claiming some new world for the people of Earth, or 
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making first contact with some alien race, just like a hero in one of your grandfather�s books.� 
     �I�m sorry. It�s not me. It�s that damned old man. You can blame him for the way I am.� 
     �I know he�s a large part of the reason you�re the way you are. But I don�t blame him. I thank 
him. I like the way you are. I like the fact that you�re a dreamer, that you let your soul roam free 
through the universe, instead of closing it up inside of yourself where no one can see it. I like 
that you aren�t satisfied with the way things are, but look forward to the things that can be.� She 
grabbed his arms and looked at him until he looked back at her. �And I love the fact that your 
grandfather loved you so much that he gave up all the things he did to be with you, and share his 
dreams with you and take care of you. All the things I know you�ll do for us.� 
     His grandfather was always around for him. He�d bowed out on a chance to be a guest of 
honor at a Worldcon once when Ken had the chicken pox. He�d come home from a meeting with 
a publisher when Ken needed to be bailed out after he�d been arrested for a pot charge as a 
teenager. Ken had been so focused on blaming his grandfather for his itchy feet, he�d ignored 
those other things. Maybe he owed his grandfather more than just his dreams. 

♦ 
�Hey, Seth. I don�t think you ever read Marooned in Hyperspace, did you?�  
     Seth shook his head, kind of emphatically, Ken thought. 
     �I know the science isn�t always right, but did you ever imagine what it would be like to be 
captain of a ship full of beings from a hundred different worlds, and be attacked by space pirates 
while you were between galaxies?� 
     �But, it�s stupid. There�s no such thing as�� 
     �I know. You have to pretend. Go ahead. Try. What would it be like?� 
     He watched Seth�s face as his son made the effort to humor him. Gradually, reluctantly, a 
smile appeared. 
     �C�mon,� Ken said. �Let�s go read it together.� Grinning, he put his arm around Seth as they 
walked. 
     With a little work, that damned old man was going to infect another one. �FO
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egin transmission> 
<sender=�Maxwell Boch�; source=�ES Amelia�><recipient=�Julie Alvera�; 
destination=�Mercury Space Station I�><timestamp=�Monday, May 19, 2234, 

19:13:12 ET�><type=�plain text�> 
Hi honey. Almost at Pluto, and I just had a thought: when I get there, you and I will be just about 
as far away from each other as possible. That should make you happy. Just kidding; guess I�m 
still bitter you insisted we take separate vacations this year. It�s only been a week, but I miss you 
like crazy, though I�m trying not to. They had some activities planned for the trip�shows and 
dances, mostly. I stayed in my cabin the whole time, I don�t know why. I guess you�re right 
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about me�I don�t know how to have fun. Just kidding. I love you. Max. 
<end transmission> 

♦ 
<begin transmission> 
<sender=�Maxwell Boch�; source=�ES Amelia�><recipient=�Julie Alvera�; destination= 
�Mercury Space Station I�><timestamp=�Thursday, May 22, 2234, 15:56:29 ET�><type=�plain 
text�> 
Thanks for your letter�if you can call what you wrote me a letter. Four words and two punctua-
tion marks!  I think you can do better than �I love you, etc.�  You didn�t even sign your name�
what, you think you�re the only one who loves me, etc? 
     We�ve been at Pluto for the last seven hours, but they still won�t let us off this damned ship. 
What a vacation this has been so far. I�ve already seen the inside of a spaceship, thank you. I 
didn�t need ten days to get better acquainted with one. I hope Merstat is treating you better than 
Pluto�s treated me so far. I love you. Max. 
<end transmission> 

♦ 
<begin transmission> 
<sender=�Maxwell Boch�; source=�Newcol, Pluto�><recipient=�Julie Alvera�; destination= 
�Mercury Space Station I�><timestamp=�Tuesday, May 27, 2234, 7:03:10 ET�><type=�plain 
text�> 
I hate it here, I hate it here, I hate it here, I hate it here. 
     Do you understand what I�m saying? 
I went on all the tours, I visited all the zoos and petted the animals they brought in from Cen-
tauri, I went on a shuttle ride to Charon and back. But I�m having zero fun; I�m just going 
through the motions, counting down the days until June 31, when I�ll start heading back to Earth. 
And back to you. (Did I mention I hate it here?) 
     Anyway, I�m glad you�re having such a blast. And thanks for the pictures (does everyone on 
Merstat walk around nude, or just you?) 
     Love you. Max.  
<end transmission> 

♦ 
<begin transmission> 
<sender=�Maxwell Boch�; source=�Newcol, Pluto�><recipient=�Julie Alvera�; destination= 
�Mercury Space Station I�><timestamp=�Thursday, June 12, 2234, 4:44:59 ET�><type=�plain 
text�&&�images=4�> 
Jules, I did get your letters (all of them!) and I�m sorry I didn�t have a chance to answer earlier. 
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But I�ve been dead busy. Remember everything I said about hating this place?  Forget it! 
     Pluto rocks! You have to know the right people, and I met one of the right people two Fridays 
ago. Her name�s Lee and she�s a receptionist at the Bellfast. She saw me moping around one day 
and we started talking and hit it off and she�s been showing me Pluto ever since. She took me out 
of the domes�none of the guides ever did that! 
     Listen, you have to come to Pluto one day and ride a snow buggy; it�s like nothing you�ve 
ever experienced. And the sky above us�the domes don�t do justice to Pluto�s skies!  It�s 
dangerous like hell, too�Pluto�s a cold, cold world (we�re degrees away from absolute zero) 
with an atmosphere like tissue paper. God, it�s so exciting! (But don�t worry, Lee�s meticulous 
about checking all our equipment before we head out). 
     She showed me a lot of other cool things on Pluto, I�ll tell you all about that later, �cause right 
now I�m exhausted & I really need to get some sleep & my legs and arms are sore like crazy. I�m 
scanning in some pictures of me & Lee on our snow buggies (so the quality�s not so good and 
half my body is cropped off�blame the robot who took them!) 
<end transmission> 

♦ 
<begin transmission> 
<sender=�Maxwell Boch�; source=�Newcol, Pluto�><recipient=�Julie Alvera�; destination= 
�Mercury Space Station I�><timestamp=�Monday, June 23, 2234, 18:59:11 ET�><type=�plain 
text�> 
Sorry I couldn�t write earlier�Lee and I were on Charon for the weekend. (Lee�s looking over 
my shoulder as I write this, she won�t go away). 
     I�ve delayed my flight, by the way. Lee says I haven�t lived till I�ve seen Neptune, so we�re 
going there next weekend. Don�t worry about the money�Lee got me a job in the hotel with the 
maintenance staff. 
     Lee says hi. 
<end transmission> 

♦ 
<begin transmission> 
<sender=�Maxwell Boch�; source=�Newcol, Pluto�><recipient=�Julie Alvera�; destination= 
�Mercury Space Station I�><timestamp=�Monday, June 23, 2234, 22:03:56 ET�><type=�plain 
text�> 
Lee just left my room, and I wanted to say that that was a rotten thing you wrote about her in 
your letter. No, she�s not as pretty as you are�but who is? And on Pluto, the gravity�s much 
lower and it�s common for people here to have a little extra padding. Anyway, rotten thing but I 
forgive you. 
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<end transmission> 
♦ 

<begin transmission> 
<sender=�Maxwell Boch�; source=�Newcol, Pluto�><recipient=�Julie Alvera�; destination= 
�T.O.:ONT, Earth�><timestamp=�Tuesday, July 15, 2234, 6:59:23 ET�><type=�plain text�> 
I�m sorry!!!! I keep meaning to write to you, but other things get in the way. Now I can�t say I�m 
surprised to hear that you want to break up with me�I think I saw that coming when you said 
that you were going to Merstat on vacation and that I wasn�t. But I am surprised to hear that you 
never want to see me again. The anger in your letter is unmistakable but confounding. What�d I 
do? (I really meant to write back earlier, but you know how things get sometimes, right?) 
     Lee and I are coming to Earth, to visit. We�ll be there near the end of August. Let me know if 
you�ve changed your mind by then. Lee would love to meet you & I�d hate the thought of us 
never speaking again after all we�ve been through. 
     Yours, Max. 
<end transmission> 

♦ 
<begin transmission> 
<sender=�Maxwell Boch�; source=�Newcol, Pluto�><recipient=�Julie Alvera�; destination= 
�T.O.:ONT, Earth�><timestamp=�Thursday, July 17, 2234, 12:23:46 ET�><type=�plain text�> 
I read your letter. All of it (even though it practically made my terminal run out of memory�just 
kidding). And though I still can�t claim to understand why you feel this way, I do respect your 
decision. Please know that if you ever change your mind (you say you never will in your letter, 
but you can�t be sure of that), I will always be here for you. 
     Goodbye, Max. 
<end transmission> 

♦ 
<begin transmission> 
<sender=�Maxwell Boch�; source=�Newcol, Pluto�><recipient=�{interpolate: all entries in 
address book}�><timestamp=�Friday, October 24, 2234, 2:12:11 ET�><type=�plain text�&& 
�form�> 
You are cordially invited to attend the wedding of Maxwell Boch and Lee Strong on Friday, June 
19, 2235 at the Belfast Hotel in Newcol, Pluto. Celebrations will commence 8am on Friday and 
continue until Sunday 8pm.  
     Please RSVP using the accompanying response card.  
<end transmission> �FO 
 


